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Abstract
Problematic use of massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs) is an emerging
societal challenge worldwide. There are increasing numbers of incident of
problematic use of MMOGs and even reported cases of death from playing
MMOGs excessively. With its prevalence, problematic use of MMOGs has
received increasing awareness from the scientific community, the general public,
and the media. Since information systems (IS) research traditionally emphasizes the
positive and productive values of system usage, relatively few published studies on
problematic use of MMOGs are found in mainstream IS journals. In addition,
research on problematic use of MMOGs is hindered by a lack of uniform
conceptualizations, valid measurement instruments, and theory-guided study.
As a step towards bridging these gaps and fostering the understanding of
problematic use of MMOGs, this study aims (1) to conceptualize problematic use
of MMOGs and distinguish it from its counterparts, (2) to develop and validate an
instrument of it using a rigorous approach (Study 1), and (3) to propose and
empirically test a theory-driven model explaining the development of problematic
use of MMOGs (Study 2).
Study 1 aims to conceptualize problematic use of MMOGs, and develop and
validate an instrument of it. First, drawing on the literature of problematic use of
MMOGs and behavioral addiction, this study distinguishes among the often
interchangeably used terms of “addiction,” “problematic use,” “excessive use,” and
“dependence,” suggesting that their use requires careful consideration of the
research scope and context. Second, following the robust paradigm in the IS
literature, the instrument development process is carried out in three stages,
ii

including item generation, scale development, and instrument testing. The
instrument is empirically validated with 517 active MMOG players. The final
instrument, consisting of 37 items, exhibits adequate levels of reliability,
convergent validity, discriminant validity, and nomological validity.
The validated instrument adds to the repertoire of rigorous research instruments
available to future IS researchers, helping to establish a tradition of IS research on
problematic use of MMOGs and other hedonic technologies.
Study 2 aims to advance theoretical understanding of the development mechanism
of problematic use of MMOGs. Drawing on the hedonic management model of
addictions, this study proposes a theoretical model explaining how the duality of
hedonic experiences, mood enhancement and emotional relief, derived from
playing MMOGs lead to problematic use. The research model is empirically tested
with 468 active MMOG players with the majority of the hypotheses supported. The
findings suggest that both mood enhancement and emotional relief are important
mechanisms leading to salience of gameplay, which in turn, explains the
development of problematic use of MMOGs.
This study adds to the growing body of knowledge on technology usage-related
problems and advances theoretical understanding of development mechanism of
problematic use of MMOGs. In addition, the findings provide MMOG developers,
policymakers, and educators with insights on how to alleviate problematic use of
MMOGs.
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Chapter 1 : Introduction
Massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs) is one of the most popular online
game genres that constitutes the largest segment of the online game business. Being
highly challenging, interactive and immersive, MMOGs are however often
presented as being potentially dangerous of leading to problematic use which is
characterized by physical health problems, interpersonal conflicts, and other
problems pertaining to different aspects of players’ personal lives (Hsu, Wen, &
Wu, 2009). Problematic use of MMOGs has become an emerging societal challenge
in many countries. Governments around the world have introduced revolutionary
laws and regulations to curb rampant online gaming (Hawkins, 2012; Song, 2014).
Growing awareness of this global societal challenge can also be found in the
scientific community. However, research on problematic use of MMOGs is
hindered by a lack of uniform conceptualizations, valid measurement instruments,
and theory-guided examination of its development mechanism (Griffiths &
Meredith, 2009; Turel, Serenko, & Giles, 2011b). Thus, the major objectives of the
studies reported in this dissertation are as follows: (1) to conceptualize problematic
use of MMOGs, (2) to develop and validate an instrument for measuring
problematic MMOG use, and (3) to propose and test a theory-driven model of the
development of problematic MMOG use.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.1 provides a
justification for the research. In Section 1.2, the research problems and objectives
are outlined. In Section 1.3, the scope of the research is described. In Section 1.4,
the expected contributions of the research are highlighted. Finally, Section 1.5
provides an overview of the structure of the dissertation.
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1.1. Research Justification
In this section, the importance of understanding problematic use of MMOGs is
explained, followed by a discussion of the shortcomings of existing research.
1.1.1. Importance of Understanding Problematic Use of MMOGs
Problematic online gaming has a high international prevalence rate, representing 8
to 11.9 percent of all online gaming in various countries (Gentile et al., 2011).
Although behavior must not be pathologized needlessly, the high international
prevalence rate of problematic MMOG use indicates the very real dangers caused
by extensive online gaming. As previously noted, problematic use of MMOGs has
negative consequences for various aspects of players’ personal lives (Billieux et al.,
2011), such as their interpersonal relationships and physical health. The most
devastating potential outcome is death (Lee, 2013; Thomas, 2014; Ye, 2015). In
light of these serious consequences, governments around the world have introduced
revolutionary laws and regulations to curb rampant online gaming (Hawkins, 2012;
Song, 2014).
The scientific community is also becoming increasingly aware of the global societal
challenge posed by problematic use of MMOGs. The American Psychiatric
Association (2013) lists Internet-gaming disorder in the “Conditions for Further
Study” section of the fifth edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of
Mental Disorders, and highlights the need for more research on this emerging
societal challenge. Researchers from a range of disciplines have made considerable
effort to investigate the undesirable consequences of problematic use of MMOGs.
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1.1.2. Shortcomings of Existing Research
The majority of existing research on problematic use of MMOGs comprises
psychological and medical studies with a clinical focus. Psychiatrists, psychologists,
and clinical psychologists investigating problematic use of MMOGs have examined
risk factors (e.g., Collins, Freeman, & Chamarro-Premuzic, 2012; Metcalf &
Pammer, 2011), assessment and prevalence (e.g., Bergmark & Bergmark, 2009;
Demetrovics et al., 2012), and consequences and treatment strategies (e.g.,
Ahlstrom, Lundberg, Zabriskie, Eggett, & Lindsay, 2012; Mentzoni et al., 2011).
However, research on problematic use of MMOGs has been hindered by a lack of
uniform conceptualizations and valid measurement instruments. Researchers
commonly use the terms “addiction,” “problematic use,” “excessive use,” and
“dependence” interchangeably. However, these terms are not synonymous (Brown
1997; Griffiths et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2010), and their use requires careful
consideration of the research scope and context. Although numerous studies have
been conducted on the assessment and measurement of problematic use of MMOGs
or MMOG addiction (e.g., Charlton & Danforth, 2010; Demetrovics et al., 2012),
the conceptualizations and instruments used in these studies are inconsistent and
ambiguous. Uniform conceptualizations and valid measurement instruments are
necessary to accurately capture the phenomenon of problematic MMOG use.
Most information systems (IS) researchers regard IS use as positive and
constructive, with consistently desirable outcomes. Problematic use of technologies
has received considerably less attention from IS researchers. Turel and his
colleagues (Turel & Serenko, 2012; Turel, Serenko, & Bontis, 2011a; Turel et al.,
2011b; Xu, Turel, & Yuan, 2012) are pioneers in IS research on technology
3

addiction. They have begun to examine the problems associated with the use of
technologies such as social networking sites, online games, online auction sites, and
mobile phones. However, problematic technology use remains a novel field in the
IS literature, and scientific understanding of this issue is still evolving. In particular,
IS research on the problems arising from technology use is still hindered by the lack
of a uniform conceptualization of problematic technology use and insufficient
theoretical foundations for examining its development mechanisms. More theorydriven research is needed to conceptualize problematic technology use, examine its
causes and development, and determine its influence on players’ personal lives
(Griffiths & Meredith, 2009; Turel et al., 2011b).
1.2. Research Objectives
As described in the previous section, research on problematic MMOG use has been
limited by a lack of uniform conceptualizations, valid measurement instruments,
and theoretical frameworks for investigating the development of the phenomenon.
Thus, the major objectives of the two studies reported in this dissertation are as
follows: (1) to conceptualize problematic use of MMOGs, (2) to develop and
validate a suitable measurement instrument (Study 1), and (3) to propose and test a
theory-guided model of the development mechanism of problematic MMOG use
(Study 2).
1.3. Research Scope
MMOGs immerse players in never-ending and immersive virtual worlds, providing
them a holistic and pleasurable gaming experience. Virtual worlds of MMOGs are
three-dimensional, immersive, Internet-based, and computer-simulated. In the
virtual worlds, users are represented by avatars through which they interact in real
4

time with other avatars, objects, and features of their environment (Wasko et al.,
2011; Boughzala et al., 2012). Virtual worlds can be loosely categorized as either
multi-user virtual environments (MUVEs; e.g., Second Life) or MMOGs (e.g.,
World of Warcraft), as follows.


MUVEs provide users with open-ended gaming experiences. MUVE users
can customize their avatars and engage in a range of real-world activities
such as making friends, shopping, holding meetings, and conducting
business operations. In addition, users can create a more personalized and
immersive gaming experience by constructing and manipulating virtual
objects or artifacts, from images and tools to whole buildings and
landscapes.



Like most virtual worlds and MUVEs, MMOGs allow players to interact
with other players and objects through customized avatars in a neverending and immersive virtual world. Players’ experiences and interactions
in MMOG worlds are often shaped by pre-defined goals and in-game
infrastructure (Papagiannidis, Bourlakis, & Li, 2009). For example, players
may gain “ability points” by learning new skills as they progress through
levels of character development, socialize and collaborate with other
players in guilds and chat channels and use navigation tools such as maps
to explore the in-game world.

Whereas MUVEs provide viable environments for team collaboration and
organizational economic activities, MMOGs are among the most popular sources
of online entertainment for individual players. Their sophisticated and dynamic
infrastructure provides players with a holistic gaming experience, allowing them to
5

achieve goals, socialize, and immerse themselves in never-ending virtual worlds.
However, as MMOGs are challenging, interactive, and immersive, they are often
presented as being potentially dangerous of leading to problematic gaming behavior
(Hsu et al., 2009).
The focus of the current study is problematic use of MMOGs by individual players.
Specifically, the empirical research is conducted with active MMOG players in
China, where the prevalence rate of problematic MMOG use is high.
1.4. Expected Contributions
This research is expected to offer important insights for both researchers and
practitioners. It contributes to the existing literature on problematic use of MMOGs
in the following four ways.


First, clearly distinguishing between problematic use of MMOGs and
various other forms of addictive gaming behavior aids research into the dark
side of technology use, which has to date been hindered by a lack of uniform
conceptualizations.

Future

researchers

are

encouraged

to

adopt

conceptualizations that fit their research scope and context.


Second, the validated instrument increases the repertoire of rigorous
research instruments available to future IS researchers, helping to establish
a tradition of IS research on problematic use of MMOGs and other hedonic
technologies.



Third, as indicated in the problematic technology use literature, it is possible
that the dimensions within the instrument interplay with one another and
together depict the development mechanism of such problematic use. The
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instrument, therefore, has substantial implications for the understanding of
the development mechanism of problematic use of MMOGs.


Finally, the findings of the research add to the growing body of knowledge
on problems related to technology use, and advance theoretical
understanding of the development mechanisms of problematic use of
MMOGs. In particular, the role of hedonic experiences in the development
of problematic MMOG use is explained, and a theoretical framework is
provided for future investigation of problematic use of hedonic technologies.

On the practical side, this study is also expected to provide useful insights into
problematic use of MMOGs:


The results of this study have important implications for game developers,
policymakers, and educators seeking to alleviate problematic use of
MMOGs.

1.5. Structure of Dissertation
In the opening chapter of the dissertation, the importance of understanding
problematic use of MMOGs is explained. The shortcomings of previous studies are
discussed and a justification for the current research is provided. Next, the research
objectives and scope are described. Finally, the expected theoretical and practical
contributions of the research are presented.
The subsequent chapters of this dissertation are organized as follows. Chapter 2
provides a review of the existing literature on MMOGs. Both the positive and
negative consequences of MMOG use are presented, and the need for further
research on problematic use of MMOGs is highlighted. The methodology and

7

findings of Study 1 are reported in Chapter 3. In Study 1, problematic use of
MMOGs is conceptualized, and a measurement instrument is developed and
validated. Chapter 4 presents Study 2, in which a theoretical model of the
development of problematic use of MMOGs is proposed and empirically tested. In
Chapter 5, the key findings of the two studies are reported, and their implications
for researchers and practitioners are discussed. Finally, the limitations of the
research and possible directions for future research are described. The structure of
the dissertation is depicted in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1. The Structure of the Dissertation
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Chapter 2 : Literature Review
This chapter provides a comprehensive literature review that helps understand the
current research status on MMOGs as well as problematic use of MMOGs. Section
2.1 presents an overview of MMOGs, describing its development and in-game
infrastructure. Section 2.2 reviews research on MMOGs across multiple disciplines,
including the information systems, gaming, education and psychology disciplines.
Section 2.3 presents a multidisciplinary literature analysis on problematic use of
MMOGs that guides the current study.
2.1. Understanding Massively Multiplayer Online Games
The history of modern massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs), such as
World of Warcraft and Guild War II, traces back to the multi-user dungeon genre.
Multi-user dungeons (MUDs) which are text-based adventure games emerged in
the late 1970s (Barnett & Coulson, 2010). MUDs immerse players in text-based
virtual realities where they can customize and role-play characters, and
communicate with other players using text commands. Building upon the central
elements of text-based adventure games, graphic MMOGs was developed and
gained acceptance in the late 1980s. With the rapid development of information
technology and the dramatic expansion of the Internet, a new class of MMOGs
embedded with three-dimensional virtual worlds popularized in the late 1990s with
the debuts of Ultima Online and EverQuest. Contemporary MMOGs retain many
of the central elements of multi-user dungeon genres while incorporate with a
number of novel innovations and characteristics that provide players with a holistic
and immersive gaming experience. The following sections describe the
characteristics and infrastructure of MMOGs.

9

2.1.1. Virtual Worlds of Massively Multiplayer Online Games
A typical virtual world in MMOGs is made up of several major components,
including landscapes, player characters (avatars), non-player characters (NPCs) and
objects (Wu, 2008):


Landscapes. The landscapes consists of components in the virtual world
which are immutable, such as mountains, forests, rivers, cities, and
buildings. As computer graphics, landscapes in the virtual world are
generated by pre-installed client software of MMOGs.



Player Characters (Avatars). Avatars are in-game representations of
players through which they can interact with other avatars, non-players
characters and objects, and to experience and explore landscapes in the
virtual world. Players can customize their avatars by manipulating their
appearances and roles.



Non-Player Characters (NPCs). NPCs are computerized characters
generated by the pre-installed client software, including monsters, citizens,
and teleporters. NPCs which are controlled by automated algorithms of the
game can be allies or enemies to players.



Objects. Objects refers to any mutable components in the virtual world, such
as weapons, foods, and tools. Players can obtains these objects through
completing in-game quests and events, or buying with real-world money.

2.1.2. Infrastructure of Massively Multiplayer Online Games
Landscapes, avatars, non-player characters and objects are the building blocks
constructing the three-dimensional, immersive and persistent virtual worlds where
in-game competitions, interactions, and explorations occur. Other than these basic
10

components, contemporary MMOGs are embedded with a number of sophisticated
and dynamic infrastructure aiming at providing players with a holistic gaming
experience and fulfilling their diverse needs. Prior studies identified three types of
benefits associated with playing MMOGs, namely achievement, socialization, and
immersion (Barnett & Coulson, 2010; Yee, 2006b). Achievement is accomplished
through advancing the characters, competing with and provoking others, and
gaining an understanding of the game’s mechanics. Socialization is achieved
through chatting with others, seeking and providing support, forming relationships,
and playing as part of a team/guild. Immersion is acquired through discovering new
areas and items within the game, role-playing and customizing their characters.
These benefits of playing MMOGs are supported by a wide array of in-game
infrastructure. For instance, players advance their characters by progressing
through the character leveling system and gaining ability points to learn new skills.
Players socialize with others through communicating with chat channels. Besides,
players immerse themselves in the virtual world through navigating the map, roleplaying, and customizing characters. Table 2.1 illustrates the benefits associated
with playing MMOGs and the corresponding infrastructure supporting them. While
achievement, socialization and immersion represent the major benefits of playing
MMOGs, some researchers suggest that they are possible antecedents to
problematic use of MMOGs (Barnett & Coulson, 2010). However, psychological
mechanisms explaining the influences of achievement, socialization, and
immersion on problematic use of MMOGs are lacking in the existing literature.
This study, therefore, incorporates MMOG-specific benefits into the research
model and examines their impact on the development of problematic use of
MMOGs (see Study 2).
11

Table 2.1. Benefits and Infrastructure of Massively Multiplayer Online Games
Benefit

Infrastructure

Description

Achievement

Character leveling
system

MMOG players gain ability points
to learn new skills over the level
up.
MMOG players equip the
characters with different glyphs to
create unique strengths and
abilities.
MMOG players participate in
player-verse-player battleground
and gain glory to their characters.

MMOG players gain power,
progress rapidly, and
accumulate in-game symbols
of wealth or status; they
analyze rules and system to
optimize character
performance; and they
challenge and compete with
others (Yee, 2006b; Yee,
Ducheneaut, & Nelson,
2012 ).
Socialization

Glyph system
(Rune/Skill tree)

Battleground
(PvP/Arena/Combat
system)

Chat channel
(Communication
channel)

MMOG players communicate and
interact with others in the game
MMOG players help and
using different chat channels,
chat with others; they form
including guild, friend and general
meaningful relationships with
channels.
others; and they become part Guild
MMOG players connect to a
of a group effort (Yee, 2006b; (Clan/Community)
community and make new friends
Yee et al., 2012 ).
with similar interests. The guild
system has its own chat channel
and a list of members to see who is
available to play with.
Dungeon
MMOG players join various
(Quest/Mission)
dungeons to hunt for precious ingame items. These dungeons are
special challenges designed to band
players together to tackle difficult
quests and are often impossible for
one to accomplish alone.
Immersion
Navigation map (World MMOG players retrieve
map)
information of the surroundings and
MMOG players discover the
explore the in-game world with the
virtual world; they create a
use of the navigation map.
persona with a background
Role-playing system
MMOG players role-play different
story and interact with others
roles (e.g., supporter or attacker) in
to create an improvised
the game world by choosing
story; and they customize
different professions of their
their characters (Yee, 2006b;
characters.
Yee et al., 2012 ).
Character customization MMOG players create their unique
system
characters by customizing their
appearance, gender, race, and
accessory.
Note. Two coders reviewed top-ranking MMOGs in 2014 independently (see
http://mmogames.com for details) and summarized common infrastructure that supports in-game
achievement, socialization, and immersion. Alternative terms of the infrastructure are provided in
bracket.
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2.2. Research on Massively Multiplayer Online Games
With the increasing popularity of massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs),
research on MMOGs has become more important and received significant scholarly
attention across disciplines. The following discussions show that MMOGs have
become an increasing focus of interest to the research community of information
systems as well as other multiple disciplines.
2.2.1. MMOG Research in Information Systems
MMOG research has received increasing scholarly attention in the information
systems (IS) discipline. Information systems research traditionally emphasizes the
positive and productive value of systems use, assuming that such use is a positive
phenomenon that always generates desirable outcomes. Similarly, MMOG research
in the information systems discipline also concentrates on examining the positive
side of MMOG use. For instance, Hsiao and Chiou (2012b) investigated how
community trust and perceived social value mediate the effect of community
position on MMOG continuance intention. The moderating effects of game
knowledge and community size on the proposed model were also examined.
Drawing on theory of hedonic consumption, Wu and Holsapple (2014) examined
the effects of six imaginal and emotional experiences on using pleasure-oriented
information technology, MMOGs. The study enhances existing understanding of
motivations between using hedonic and utilitarian information technology. Kong,
Kwok, and Fang (2012) combined MMOG and technology-based collaborative
learning methods to examine how peer intrinsic motivation and peer extrinsic
motivation, jointly, influence players’ intention to learn. Drawing on social capital
theory and social exchange theory, Hsiao and Chiou (2012a) examined the effect
of social capital on building community loyalty in MMOGs. They proposed and
13

tested a tripartite-process model, comprising normative, relational, and utilitarian
processes. While research on MMOGs has received increasing attention in the
information systems discipline, it focuses on the positive side of MMOG use and
highlights specifically the roles of intrinsic motivations and benefits (e.g.,
enjoyment) in such use. The dark side of MMOG use, however, has not received
commensurate scholarly attention.
2.2.1. MMOG Research in Other Disciplines
A review on prior literature showed that MMOG research is culturally diverse and
research articles studying MMOGs appear in multidisciplinary literature.
Specifically, MMOG research have attracted considerable attention from the
gaming, education, and psychology disciplines.
In the gaming domain, MMOG research focuses on two major areas, game design
and game culture. On the one hand, researchers in the gaming discipline examined
game designs that support functions in different organizational and societal sectors.
For instance, Lisk, Kaplancali, and Riggio (2012) explored the possibilities for
leaderships training in MMOGs through the use contextual information embedded
in the narrative of MMOGs. Zagal, Jochen, and Hsi (2006) performed an analysis
of MMOGs to understand the mechanisms that give rise to collaborative gaming.
Landwehr, Spraragen, Ranganathan, Carley, and Zyda (2013) developed a
prototype of MMOG for in-game policy making. The authors discussed the game
designs and how they can be used for future policy development.
On the other hand, gaming culture has received commensurate attention in the
gaming literature. Research on gaming culture are diverse covering different topics
of gameplay in MMOGs, such as spending culture and players’ self-development.
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For instance, Page (2012) investigated how and why players spend the most realworld money in freemium games. Malone (2009) explored how intra-guild
economic systems generate the cohesion necessary for guilds to engage the game.
Doh and Whang (2014) analysed longitudinal data of players’ behaviors and
identified three types of self-development over playing MMOGs, including
achievement-oriented development, control-oriented development, and relational
development.
In the education domain, researchers examined educational use of massively
multiplayer online games from multiple perspectives, including from the MMOG,
the student and the teacher perspectives. From the MMOG perspective, researchers
examined a wide array of features and designs embedded in MMOGs that support
such educational use. For instance, Rosario and Widmeyer (2009) have established
a set of design principles in producing games that help users achieve higher levels
of learning. From the student perspective, researchers focused on the behavioral
patterns and outcomes of using educational MMOGs. For example, Hou (2012)
recorded and summarized participants’ behaviors in using educational MMOGs
over 335 days. Sequential and cluster analyses of longitudinal data provided
suggestions for future research and application of educational uses of MMOGs.
From the teacher perspective, research examined preliminary methods to prepare
and train teachers to use MMOGs in the classroom settings. For instance, Schrader,
Zheng, and Young (2006) examined teachers’ perceptions of using massively
multiplayer online games for educational purposes, making them aware of the
educational potential of MMOGs and arriving with insights into training teachers
to use MMOGs in their classrooms.
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Psychologists have made considerable effort to examine both positive and negative
consequences of playing MMOGs, with particularly focus on assessing the
relationships among personality traits, psychological well-beings and consequences.
For instance, Utz, Jonas, and Tonkens (2012) examined the effects of passion for
playing MMOGs on interpersonal relationships. Specifically, the authors found
different relationships between obsessive passion and harmonious passion and the
number and quality of online relationships. Leung and McBride-Chang (2013)
revealed both positive and negative social experiences derived from playing
MMOGs, such as building up online friendships and being cyberbullied.
There is a number of studies in the psychology literature with a particular interest
on problematic use of MMOGs and its relationships with players’ personality traits
as well as psychological well-beings. For instance, Lee and Leeson (2015) found
that social anxiety is a significant predictor of problematic use of MMOGs. Kwok
and Khoo (2011) suggested that external, introjected and identified regulations are
associated with the development of problematic gaming. However, some
researchers intended to clarify many of the common misconceptions surrounding
the dark side of MMOGs and suggested that players can indeed translate virtual
capital into real-world social capital (Brack et al., 2013). The authors also proposed
guidelines to assist players, parents, researchers, and clinicians for promoting
healthy social interactions through electronic gaming.
To conclude, MMOG research has received considerable attention in multiple
disciplines, including the gaming, education and psychology fields. While the
prevalence of MMOGs has started attracting scholarly attention from IS researchers,
existing studies emphasize the positive and productive values of MMOG use. There
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exists a paucity of research on problematic use of MMOGs across disciplines, with
an exception of the psychology field.
2.3. Multidisciplinary Literature Analysis of Problematic Use of MMOGs
To understand the current state of research on problematic use of MMOGs, a
comprehensive literature search was conducted that identifies 53 empirical studies
published in multiple disciplines. Following the approach advocated by Kuss and
Griffiths (2012), the identified studies were classified into three main categories:
etiology (e.g., risk factor), pathology (e.g., assessment and prevalence), and
ramification (e.g., negative consequence and treatment). Table 2.2 summarizes the
classification of studies on problematic use of MMOGs.
The majority of studies on problematic use of MMOGs focus on examining its risk
factors (i.e., etiology), with the personality traits (e.g., aggression and extroversion)
and psychological well-being problems (e.g., depression and loneliness) of
individuals prone to such use receiving the most research attention (e.g., Collins et
al., 2012; Metcalf & Pammer, 2011), followed by perception factors general to the
act of playing MMOGs (e.g., perceived enjoyment and flow) and those specific to
MMOG characteristics (e.g., perceived achievement and socialization) (e.g.,
Dauriat et al., 2011; Snodgrass et al., 2012). The majority of studies in this area
focus on the direct associations between risk factors and problematic MMOG use,
without delineating the underlying theoretical mechanism of the development of
such use.
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Table 2.2. Multidisciplinary Literature Analysis of Problematic Use of MMOGs
Classification
Etiology (Risk)
Personality Trait/
Psychological
well-being

Internal Factor

External Factor

Example

Reference

































Cole and Hooley (2013); Collins et al.
(2012); Hussain and Griffiths (2009);
Jeong and Kim (2011); Kim,
Namkoong, Ku, and Kim (2008);
Leménager et al. (2013); Li, Liau, and
Khoo (2011); Liu and Peng (2009);
Orr, Ross, and Orr (2012); Peters and
Malesky (2008); Son, Yasuoka,
Poudel, Otsuka, and Jimba (2013);
Stetina, Kothgassner, Lehenbauer, and
Kryspin-Exner (2011)

Aggression
Agreeableness
Anxiety
Conscientiousness
Depression
Dysfunctional impulsivity
Escapism
Extraversion
Introversion
Low self-esteem
Narcissism
Neuroticism
Self-concept deficit
Self-efficacy
Self-regulation/Self-control deficit
Social phobia
Enjoyment/Playfulness
Flow
Game attitude
Game experience
Intrinsic reward
Mood regulation
User experience
Achievement
Descriptive norm
Extrinsic reward
Game characteristics
Game genre
Immersion
Social influence
Socialization

Pathology (Addiction)
Classification/
 Core and peripheral criteria for
Assessment
addiction
 DSM-IV criteria
 Internet addiction disorder scale
 Measurement development and
validation
 Orman Internet Stress Scale
Prevalence
 Diffusion
 Emergence
 Prevalence

Brain Activity

 Cortical thickness abnormalities
 Prefrontal cortex activity
 Regional cerebral glucose
metabolism

Comorbidity

 Comorbid depression
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Chen and Park (2005); Dauriat et al.
(2011); Haagsma, Caplan, Peters, and
Pieterse (2013); Hsu et al. (2009);
Jeong and Kim (2011); Kuss, Louws,
and Wiers (2012); Wan and Chiou
(2006a); Wu, Scott, and Yang (2013);
Zhong and Yao (2013)
Billieux et al. (2013); Chen, Chen, and
Ross (2010); Dauriat et al. (2011);
Elliott, Ream, McGinsky, and Dunlap
(2012); Oggins and Sammis (2012);
Smahel, Blinka, and Ledabyl (2008);
Snodgrass, Dengah, Lacy, and Fagan
(2013); Snodgrass et al. (2012); Wan
and Chiou (2007)

Achab et al. (2011); Chappell,
Eatough, Davies, and Griffiths (2006);
Charlton and Danforth (2007, 2010);
Demetrovics et al. (2012); Griffiths
(2010); Ng and Wiemer-Hastings
(2005)
Bergmark and Bergmark (2009);
Griffiths and Davies (2002); Mentzoni
et al. (2011); Pápay et al. (2013);
Rehbein, Psych, Kleimann, Mediasci,
and Mößle (2010); Seok and DaCosta
(2012); Young (2009)
Han, Kim, Lee, Min, and Renshaw
(2010b); Ko et al. (2009); Metcalf and
Pammer (2011); Park et al. (2010);
Yuan et al. (2013a); Yuan et al.
(2013b)
Price (2011); Stetina et al. (2011)

Ramification (Consequence)
Negative
 Decreased decision-making
Consequence
competences
 Low marital satisfaction
 Poor school performance
 Psychosocial health problems
 Social stress
 Suicide
 Truancy
Positive
 Social Capital
Consequence
Treatment
 Bupropion
 Cognitive-behavioral therapy
 Education

Ahlstrom et al. (2012); Lafrenière,
Vallerand, Donahue, and Lavigne
(2009); Mentzoni et al. (2011);
Pawlikowski and Brand (2011);
Rehbein et al. (2010); van Rooij,
Schoenmakers, Vermulst, van den
Eijnden, and van de Mheen (2011)
Brack et al. (2013)
Kim, Kim, Shim, Im, and Shon (2013);
Price (2011); Young (2009)

A significant number of studies investigate the assessment and prevalence (i.e.,
pathology) of problematic MMOG use (e.g., Bergmark & Bergmark, 2009;
Demetrovics et al., 2012). Specifically, a considerable number of studies focus on
the dimensions and development of instrument of problematic use MMOG (e.g.,
Charlton & Danforth, 2010; Demetrovics et al., 2012). However, the
conceptualization and instrument development across these studies has been
inconsistent and ambiguous, highlighting the needs to better conceptualize
problematic use of MMOGs, and develop and validate a measurement instrument
of it using a rigorous approach. The consequence (i.e., ramification) of that use has
received relatively little research attention (e.g., Ahlstrom et al., 2012; Mentzoni et
al., 2011). One possible explanation for this unexpected lack of attention is that
negative consequence is usually captured as a dimension/component of MMOG
addiction in the previous literature (see Study 1). Better conceptualizations of
problematic use of MMOGs and its counterparts are needed to develop a cumulative
tradition for research on problematic use of MMOGs.
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Chapter 3 : Problematic Use of Massively Multiplayer Online Games:
Conceptualization and Instrument Development
This chapter presents Study 1 on the conceptualization and instrument development
of problematic use of massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs). The
remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.1 provides justifications
for the study and outlines the research problems and objectives. Section 3.2 presents
the conceptualizations of problematic use of MMOGs and its counterparts, and
discusses the theoretical foundation for the instrument development. Section 3.3
details the instrument development processes and presents the results. Section 3.4
presents a brief conclusion of the study. Detailed discussions on findings,
limitations, and future research directions of Study 1 are provided in Chapter 5.
3.1. Introduction
The development of an valid instrument is important in advancing empirical
research, as it brings rigor to the scientific inquiry process, enhances the
trustworthiness and replicability of findings, and allows confirmatory research
(Aladwani & Palvia, 2002; Bhattacherjee, 2002; Serenko & Turel, 2007; Straub,
1989). Theoretically and empirically rigorous instruments have frequently been
called for in the information systems (IS) literature (Boudreau, Gefen, & Straub,
2001; Davison, 1999; McHaney, Hightower, & Pearson, 2002; Segars, 1997; Straub,
1989). One area that has attracted increasing attention from IS researchers, and
which is in need of a consistent measurement tool, is problematic use of massively
multiplayer online games (MMOGs).
Problematic use of MMOGs is an emerging phenomenon. However, research on
problematic use of MMOGs is hindered by a lack of consensus on conceptualization
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and valid measurement instrument. It is not uncommon to find researchers using
the terms addiction, problematic use, excessive use, and dependence
interchangeably. However, it should be noted that these terms are not equivalent
(Brown 1997; Griffiths et al. 2009; Kim et al. 2010), and their use requires careful
consideration of the research scope and context. In addition, though there have been
a considerable number of studies on instrument development of problematic use or
addiction of MMOGs (e.g., Charlton & Danforth, 2010; Demetrovics et al., 2012),
the conceptualization and instrument development across these studies has been
inconsistent and ambiguous.
Therefore, this study aims to address these limitations by (1) conceptualizing
problematic use of MMOGs and distinguishing it from its counterparts, and (2)
developing and validating an instrument of it using a rigorous approach.
3.2. Literature Review and Theoretical Foundation
3.2.1. Conceptualization
It is not uncommon to find researchers using the terms addiction, problematic use,
excessive use, and dependence interchangeably. However, it should be noted that
these terms are not equivalent (Brown, 1997; Griffiths & Meredith, 2009; Kim &
Kim, 2010), and their use requires careful consideration of the research scope and
context. Table 3.1 summarizes the multifaceted definitions and related concepts
problematic use of online games in existing studies.
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Table 3.1. Definitions of Problematic Use of Online Games in Prior Studies
Concept
Definition
Reference
Addiction
A psychological state of maladaptive dependency on the
(Xu et al., 2012)
use of [online games] to such a degree that the following
typical behavioral addiction symptoms arise: salience,
withdrawal, conflict, relapse and reinstatement, tolerance
and mood modification.
[Online gaming] that fulfils these six criteria can be
(Griffiths, 2010;
operationally defined as an addiction: salience, mood
Seok & DaCosta,
modification, tolerance, withdrawal, conflict, and relapse. 2012; Smahel et
al., 2008)
The pathological [online gaming] activities tapping the
(Charlton &
core criteria of behavioral addiction: behavioral salience,
Danforth, 2007,
conflict, withdrawal, and relapse and reinstatement.
2010)
[Online gaming] meeting six or more symptoms:
(Ko et al., 2009;
preoccupation, uncontrolled impulse, using more than
Ko et al., 2013)
intended, tolerance, withdrawal, impairment of control,
excessive time and effort, impaired decision-making and
impaired function.
A maladaptive use of [online games] and the inability of
(Yuan et al.,
an individual to control his/her use of [online games].
2013b)
Excessive or uncontrolled [online game] use with
(Dong, DeVito,
negative consequences for aspects of psychological, social Huang, & Du,
and/or work functioning.
2012)
Excessive use of [online games] that results in a range of
(Metcalf &
psychological problems for gamers.
Pammer, 2011)
Problematic behavior which focuses on [online games]
(Stetina et al.,
and is followed by negative consequences for the user.
2011)
Playing the [online game] every day for at least 4 hours
(Kim et al., 2013)
per day.
Problematic
Consumption of [online games] in such amount or at such (Seay & Kraut,
Use
times that is causes demonstrable problems in the user’s
2007; Snodgrass,
real life extreme enough to cause an individual to identify Lacy, Dengah, &
and report them.
Fagan, 2011b)
Excessive [online gaming] that leads to a variety of
(Pápay et al.,
physical/psychological problems.
2013)
A maladaptive pattern of excessive and uncontrollable
(Kuss et al., 2012)
[online gaming] resulting in negative consequences.
Excessive use of [online game] which results in negative
(Kim & Kim,
outcomes.
2010)
Extensive [online game] play time (more than 4 hours per (Han & Renshaw,
day/30 hours per week).
2012)
Excessive
A series of disadvantageous decisions when faced with
(Pawlikowski &
Use
[online gaming] that brings immediate reward (e.g., fun)
Brand, 2011)
although negative consequences may occur in the long
run.
Plays [online games] more than 30 hours a week.
(Hussain &
Griffiths, 2009)
Dependence
A psychological condition that withdrawal symptoms will (Liu & Peng,
occur when [online game] playing is not available as
2009)
expected.
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As illustrated in Table 3.1, addiction is the most prevalent term in previous studies
on problematic online gaming. It is also an important concept in clinical and
behavioral science (Marlatt, Baer, Donovan, & Kivlahan, 1988). Clinicians view
addiction as a clinical disorder and use diagnostic criteria to determine whether an
individual requires clinical treatment. In this strain of the literature, researchers tend
to follow the clinical approach and the components model of addiction,
conceptualizing online gaming addiction by the manifestation of core addiction
components, including salience, mood modification, tolerance, withdrawal, conflict,
and relapse (e.g., Griffiths, 2010). The conceptualization of addiction and its
underlying multifaceted components best capture the complexity and breadth of
such phenomenon and provide a robust foundation for research along the spectrum
of problematic behaviors. Specifically, existing conceptualizations of problematic
use, excessive use, and dependence of online game are largely drawn on the
dimensions underlying the addiction. For example, excessive use is semantically
similar to the salience dimension; dependence is explained by the withdrawal
dimension; and that problematic use is best characterized by the conflict dimension.
However, there is still heated debate over use of the term addiction (King et al. 2011).
Some researchers argue that classifying excessive and harmful behavior (e.g.,
problematic use of online games) as a bona fide addiction risks trivializing the
concept of addiction and eroding public sympathy and governmental support for
more traditional types of addiction (e.g., heroin and cocaine addiction) (King et al.
2011). Therefore, despite being widely used in the literature and the general public,
the term addiction should refer only to circumstances or behaviors with full
manifestation of core addiction dimensions, namely salience, mood modification,
tolerance, withdrawal, conflict, and relapse (see also Oggins et al. 2012; Shaw et al.
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2008; Utz et al. 2012). Furthermore, the concept of addiction should be used in
research model that does not incorporate with any potentially overlapping
antecedent and outcome variables, such as enjoyment and negative outcomes which
overlap with the dimensions underlying addiction. The term addiction must thus be
used with care in examining its development mechanism that non-overlapping
antecedent and outcome variables, such as personality traits, are preferred.
As the controversy around the term addiction remains, researchers have introduced
such alternative terms and conceptualizations as dependence, excessive use, and
problematic use to describe emerging technology usage-related problems. As
illustrated in Table 3.1, dependence and excessive use, in particular, are found in
studies examining problems related to online game usage. However, behavioral
scientists tend to agree that dependence should be used almost exclusively to refer
to substance-based addiction (Achab et al. 2011; Brown 1997), while excessive use
by definition emphasizes the amount of time spent on online games, and does not
necessarily reflect the problematic nature or negative consequences of doing so
(Griffiths 2010). Problematic use of MMOGs refers to the extent of MMOG use
that results in negative consequences in different aspects of players’ personal lives.
It is considered an appropriate umbrella term that captures the essence of its
counterparts. That is, regardless of the terms used, addiction, excessive use and
dependence all emphasize the potential negative consequences resulted from such
behaviors.
To conclude, the terms addiction, problematic use, excessive use, and dependence
are not equivalent (Brown, 1997; Griffiths & Meredith, 2009; Kim & Kim, 2010),
and their use requires careful consideration of the research scope and context.
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Despite the ongoing controversy around the term addiction, its conceptualization
and underlying components best capture the complexity and breadth of the
phenomenon and lay a robust foundation for conceptualizing problematic use,
excessive use, and dependence. Furthermore, components underlying addiction has
substantial implications for understanding of the development mechanism of
problematic use of MMOGs. As indicated in the problematic behavior literature,
components underlying addiction do not manifest at the same time and would
interplay with one another to depict the development mechanism of such
problematic behavior. Therefore, the components model of addiction is served as a
theoretical foundation for Study 1 on developing an instrument that captures
important and necessary constructs of problematic use of MMOGs.
Finally, the conceptualization of addiction needs to be used with care that only nonoverlapping constructs should be modeled as potential antecedent and outcome
variables of such addiction. Alternatively, problematic use of MMOGs, which
refers to players’ perception of the extent of MMOG use that results in negative
consequences in different aspects of their personal lives, is considered an
appropriate umbrella term that captures the essence of its counterparts. That is,
addiction, excessive use and dependence all highlight in their conceptualizations
the potential negative consequences resulted from such behaviors. Therefore, the
term problematic use of MMOGs is adopted in Study 2 and to avoid a theoretical
over-tone.
3.2.2. The Components Model of Addiction
Study 1 is built upon a pioneering framework, the components model of addiction,
from Brown (1997) and Griffiths (2010). The components model of addiction
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suggests that behaviors meeting the criteria in the model can be operationally
defined as addiction. The criteria include salience, mood modification, tolerance,
withdrawal, conflict, relapse, and loss of control. The components model of
addiction has provided a solid foundation for the line of behavioral addiction
research and has been adopted to study a wide spectrum of technology addiction,
such as Internet addiction and online gaming addiction (e.g., Griffiths, 2005;
Lemmens, Valkenburg, & Peter, 2009; Young, 2007).
In particular, MMOG addiction as a research concept has also been examined across
multiple disciplines, including social psychology, biochemistry, psychiatry,
education, communication, and information systems (e.g., Hsu et al., 2009; Kim et
al., 2008; Lu & Wang, 2008; Wan & Chiou, 2006b). Though the components model
of addiction has provided a robust theoretical foundation for the studies on MMOG
addiction, disagreements in operationalizing MMOG addiction remain. For
example, some researchers operationalized MMOG addiction with only one
dimension specified in the components model, such as conflict (negative
consequences) dimension (e.g., Kim & Kim, 2010) or withdrawal dimension (e.g.,
Liu & Peng, 2009); whereas others operationalized it with manifestation of multiple
or all dimensions (e.g., Charlton & Danforth, 2007; Smahel et al., 2008). A
thorough and comprehensive review of MMOG addiction scales was thus
conducted for better operationalization as well as identification of necessary
dimensions relating to the phenomenon.
Following the approach recommended by Kuss and Griffiths (2012), 53 empirical
studies measuring MMOG addiction were identified. Sets of diagnostic criteria (e.g.,
pathological gambling and impulse control disorders) from the DSM (American
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Psychiatric Association, 2000) are commonly used in assessing addiction behaviors
and most of the existing MMOG addiction instruments are highly associated with
these criteria. Nevertheless, a number of distinct instruments measuring MMOG
addiction have emerged over the years. Twenty-one distinct instruments were found
among the 53 identified studies. Despite the possible theoretical and semantic
overlaps, the identified instruments were classified according to how MMOG
addiction is operationalized. There are three major classifications of
operationalization of MMOG addiction construct, DSM diagnostic criteria,
unidimensional and multidimensional approaches (Table 3.2).
Four sets of DSM diagnostic criteria were frequently adapted to identify potential
addicts of MMOG, namely impulse control disorder criteria (e.g., Ko et al., 2009;
Leménager et al., 2013), pathological gambling criteria (e.g., Li et al., 2011),
substance abuse criteria (e.g., Griffiths & Davies, 2002), and substance dependence
criteria (e.g., Achab et al., 2011). Generally, individuals who meet more than half
of the stated criteria in each set are considered pathological MMOG players.
However, the categorical approach inherent in sets of DSM criteria has been
criticized on several grounds. For instance, despite its categorical approach and
atheoretical nature, the sets of DSM criteria used were originally derived for
diagnosis purposes and thus the approach lacks a robust theoretical underpinning
(Kline, 2000). Although the categorical diagnostic approach is prominent in clinical
assessment and research, it may not be entirely applicable to social science research.
A considerable number of the studies measured MMOG addiction as a
unidimensional construct. Several unidimensional instruments measuring MMOG
addiction were found in a wide variety of literature, including Young’s Internet
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Addiction Scale (Young, 1998) and the Generalized Problematic Internet Use Scale
(Caplan, 2002) from the Internet use literature, the Exercise Addiction Inventory
(Terry, Szabo, & Griffiths, 2004) in the sport and exercise literature, and the
Addiction-Engagement Questionnaire (Charlton, 2002) from the computer use
literature. Young’s Internet Addiction Scale is the most popular unidimensional
instrument used to measure MMOG addiction. Fifteen of the 53 identified studies
used a form of Young’s Internet Addiction Scale. Unidimensional instruments, such
as Young’s Internet Addiction Scale, surpass the categorical diagnostic criteria of
DSM by allowing the development of a theoretical and empirical understanding of
the relationships between MMOG addiction and other concerning variables.
Despite the widespread adaptation of DSM diagnostic criteria and unidimensional
instruments to measure MMOG addiction, some studies examined the multiple
dimensions underlying MMOG addiction. The three most frequently adapted
multidimensional instruments of MMOG addiction were the Game Addiction Scale
(Lemmens et al., 2009), the Internet Addiction Scale for Taiwanese (Lin & Tsai,
2002), and the Problematic Video Game Playing Scale (Salguero & Morán, 2002).
After an iterative literature review process, the major dimensions pertaining to
MMOG addiction were identified (see Table 3.2). Although there are semantic
overlaps and some dimensions are significantly more important than others, it is
generally agreed that a multidimensional view of MMOG addiction can best capture
the breadth and complexity of the phenomenon (Charlton & Danforth, 2010).
Assessing the multiple dimensions concerning MMOG addiction is important, as
both a definition and an instrument structure are prerequisites to the subsequent
instrument refinement, and a failure to identify the dimensionality of an instrument
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may lead to inappropriate or inaccurate specifications of constructs or theories
(Smith & McCarthy, 1995).
Definitions of dimensions underlying addiction in existing studies are summarized
in Table 3.3. As illustrated, the seven dimensions in the current research are
conceptually distinct from each other as they tap into different elements of
abstraction of MMOG addiction. Collectively, they represent comprehensive yet
parsimonious dimensions of MMOG addiction which lay a robust foundation for
the instrument development in Study 1.
Referencing prior frameworks of behavioral and technological addiction (Brown,
1997; Griffiths, 2010; Turel et al., 2011b), MMOG addiction was defined as
MMOG use tapping key dimensions of behavioral addiction, which are salience,
mood modification, tolerance, withdrawal, conflict, relapse, and loss of control. The
definitions of the dimensions specific to the context of MMOG are provided in
Table 3.4.
Many of the other dimensions proposed in existing MMOG addiction literature can
be reconciled within these seven dimensions (see Table 3.5). The dimensions
proposed in the components model of addiction are therefore adopted as the
theoretical basis for the development of MMOG addiction instrument here. The
developed instrument has substantial implications for defining problematic use of
MMOGs and allows interplays among the dimensions that depict the development
mechanism of such problematic use.
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Table 3.2. Summary of MMOG Addiction Instruments and Operationalizations
Scale
Source
Basis of the Scale No. of Operationalization
Item
DSM-IV: Impulse
(American
DSM-IV: Impulse 12
Categorical Diagnostic
Control Disorder
Psychiatric
Control Disorder
Criteria
Criteria
Association, 2000)
Criteria
DSM-IV:
(American
DSM-IV:
10
Categorical Diagnostic
Pathological
Psychiatric
Pathological
Criteria
Gambling Criteria
Association, 2000)
Gambling Criteria
DSM-IV: Substance (American
DSM-IV:
4
Categorical Diagnostic
Abuse Criteria
Psychiatric
Substance Abuse
Criteria
Association, 2000)
Criteria
DSM-IV: Substance (American
DSM-IV:
9
Categorical Diagnostic
Dependence Criteria Psychiatric
Substance
Criteria
Association, 2000)
Dependence
Criteria
Self-Evaluation for
(Rau, Peng, & Yang,
DSM-IV:
8
Categorical Diagnostic
Addiction
2006)
Pathological
Criteria
Gambling Criteria
Addiction–
(Charlton, 2002;
Developed from
22
Unidimension
Engagement
Charlton & Danforth, past literature
Questionnaire
2007)
Exercise Addiction
(Terry et al., 2004)
Developed from
6
Unidimension
Inventory
past literature
Generalized
(Caplan, 2002)
Developed from
6
Unidimension
Problematic Internet
past literature
(Withdrawal
Use Scale:
Subcomponent)
Withdrawal
Component
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Scaling

Studies Adapting the Scale

Yes/No

(Ko et al., 2009; Leménager et al., 2013)

Yes/No

(Li et al., 2011)

Yes/No

(Griffiths & Davies, 2002; Han & Renshaw, 2012)

Yes/No

(Achab et al., 2011)

Yes/No

(Rau et al., 2006)

Likert
Scale

(Charlton & Danforth, 2007, 2010; Metcalf &
Pammer, 2011; Peters & Malesky, 2008; Seok &
DaCosta, 2012)
(Hussain & Griffiths, 2009)

Likert
Scale
Likert
Scale

(Liu & Peng, 2009)

Young's Internet
Addiction Scale

(Young, 1998;
Young, 2007)

DSM-IV:
Pathological
Gambling Criteria

20

Unidimension

Likert
Scale

Chinese Internet
Addiction Scale

(Chen, Weng, Su,
Wu, & Yang, 2003)
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Multidimension:
Compulsive Use,
Withdrawal, Tolerance,
Interpersonal
Relationship, Health
and Time Management

Likert
Scale

Compulsive Internet
Use Scale

(Meerkerk, Van den
Eijnden, Vermulst, &
Garretsen, 2009)

DSM-IV:
Substance Abuse
Criteria
DSM-IV:
Substance
Dependence
Criteria
Developed from
past literature

14

Likert
Scale

(van Rooij et al., 2011)

Game Addiction
Scale

(Lemmens et al.,
2009)

DSM-IV:
Pathological
Gambling Criteria
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Multidimension:
Withdrawal Symptoms,
Loss of Control,
Preoccupation/Salience,
Conflict, Coping, Lying
Multidimension:
Salience, Tolerance,
Mood Modification,
Relapse
Withdrawal, Conflict,
Problems

Likert
Scale

(Griffiths, 2010; Mehroof & Griffiths, 2010;
Mentzoni et al., 2011)
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(Ahlstrom et al., 2012; Billieux et al., 2013; Chen et
al., 2010; Han, Hwang, & Renshaw, 2010a; Han et
al., 2010b; Han & Renshaw, 2012; Lu & Wang,
2008; Oggins & Sammis, 2012; Pawlikowski &
Brand, 2011; Smahel et al., 2008; Snodgrass et al.,
2012; Snodgrass, Lacy, Dengah, & Fagan, 2011a;
Snodgrass et al., 2011b)
(Ko, Yen, Chen, Chen, & Yen, 2005; Peng & Liu,
2010)

Internet Addiction
Scale

(Hahn & Jerusalem,
2001)

Developed from
past literature

14

Internet Addiction
Scale for Taiwanese

(Lin & Tsai, 2002)

Developed from
past literature

29

Korean Internet
Game Addiction
Scale

(Oh, Kim, & Jang,
2005)

Developed from
past literature

20

Online Game
Addiction
Measurement

(Chou & Ting, 2003)

Developed from
past literature

10

Online Game
Addiction Scale

(Whang & Chang,
2002)

DSM-IV:
Pathological
Gambling Criteria

20

Multidimension:
Preoccupation/Salience,
Conflict, Loss of
Control, Withdrawal
Symptoms, Tolerance
Multidimension:
Compulsive Use,
Withdrawal, Tolerance,
Problematic
Consequences,
Interpersonal and
Financial Problems
Multidimension:
Game-Dependence
Behavior, Declined
Self-Control,
Hypersensitiveness,
Functional Deficit,
Absorption
Multidimension:
Withdrawal, Longer
Time, Conflict,
Tolerance, Relapse,
Cannot Stop, Salience
Multidimension:
Psychological
Dependence,
Compulsive Use,
Withdrawal, Problems
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Likert
Scale

(Rehbein et al., 2010; Stetina et al., 2011)

Likert
Scale

(Wan & Chiou, 2006a, 2006b, 2007)

Likert
Scale

(Park et al., 2010)

Likert
Scale

(Hsu et al., 2009)

Likert
Scale

(Kim et al., 2008)

Problematic Internet
Use Questionnaire

(Demetrovics,
Szeredi, & Rózsa,
2008)
(Demetrovics et al.,
2012)

DSM-IV:
Pathological
Gambling Criteria
Developed from
past literature &
interview

18

Problematic Video
Game Playing Scale

(Salguero & Morán,
2002)

DSM-IV:
Pathological
Gambling Criteria

9

The Problematic
Online Game Use
Questionnaire

(Kim & Kim, 2010)

Developed from
past literature

20

Problematic Online
Gaming
Questionnaire

18

Multidimension:
Obsession, Neglect,
Control Disorder
Multidimension:
Preoccupation,
Overuse, Immersion,
Social Isolation,
Interpersonal Conflict,
Withdrawal
Multidimension:
Preoccupation,
Tolerance, Loss of
Control, Withdrawal,
Escape, Lie and
Deception, Disregard
for the Physical or
Psychological
Consequences,
Family/Schooling
Disruption
Multidimension:
Euphoria, Health
Problem, Conflict,
Failure of Self-Control,
Preference of Virtual
Relationship
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Likert
Scale

(Orr et al., 2012)

Likert
Scale

(Demetrovics et al., 2012)

Likert
Scale

(Collins et al., 2012; Elliott et al., 2012; Kuss et al.,
2012; Lafrenière et al., 2009)

Likert
Scale

(Kim & Kim, 2010)

Table 3.3. Summary of Definitions of Behavioral Addiction Dimensions.
Dimension

(Brown, 1997)

(Griffiths, 2010)

(Lemmens et al., 2009)

Salience

The addictive activity becomes the most
important thing in the person's life and
dominates thinking (preoccupations and
cognitive distortions), feelings (craving), and
behavior (deterioration of socialized
behavior).

Online gaming becomes the most
important activity in the person’s life
and dominates their thinking
(preoccupations and cognitive
distortions), feelings (cravings) and
behavior (deterioration of socialized
behavior). For instance, even if the
person is not actually gaming online,
they will be thinking about the next time
that they will game.

Playing a game becomes the most
important activity in a person’s life and
dominates his or her thinking
(preoccupation), feelings (cravings),
and behavior (excessive use).

Conflict

Disputes about the extent of the excessive
behavior arise both between the addicted
person and others around them, and within
the addicted person themselves. Continuing
conflict increases salience and the need for
relief.

Conflict between the online gamer and
those around them (interpersonal
conflict), conflict with other activities
(job, schoolwork, social life, hobbies,
and interests), and conflict within the
individual themselves (intrapsychic
conflict and/or subjective feelings of loss
of control) that are related to spending
too much time engaged in online
gaming.

Interpersonal conflict resulting from
excessive gaming exist between the
player and those around him/her.
Conflict may include arguments,
neglect, lies, and deception.
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(Problems)
Problems caused by excessive game
play, particularly displacement
problems as the object of addiction
takes preference over activities such as
school, work, and socializing. Problems
may also arise within the individual,
such as intrapsychic conflict and
subjective feelings of loss of control.

(Charlton, 2002;
Charlton &
Danforth, 2007)
Domination of a
person's life by the
activity.

The activity leads
to conflict with
others or selfconflict.

Loss of
Control

Mood
Modification

Relapse

The apparent inability to limit the time or
resources given to, or the amount of, the
excessive behavior, even when a decision
appears to have previously been made to do
so. Explainable in terms of salience and
relief.
(Relief)
At a late stage, the effects of the addictive
activity are so powerful that there is a
rebound effect when it ceases (withdrawal).
The only way to avoid feeling more
miserable than before (to find relief) is to
repeat the behavior at the earliest
opportunity. Continuing to choose this shortterm pleasure and relief leads to a disregard
of adverse consequences and long-term
damage. In turn, salience increases with the
apparent need for the addictive activity as a
coping strategy.

--

--

--

The subjective experiences that people
report as a consequence of engaging in
online gaming and that can be seen as a
coping strategy (i.e., they experience an
arousing “buzz” or “high,” or they
experience a tranquilizing feeling of
“escape” or “numbing”).

(Euphoria)
The subjective experiences that people
report as a result of engagement in
games. This dimension was previously
labeled euphoria (Griffiths, 1995,
1997), referring to the “buzz” or “high”
that is derived from an activity.
However, mood modification can also
include tranquillizing and/or relaxing
feelings related to escapism.

(Euphoria)
A “buzz” or a
“high” is derived
from the activity.

(Relapse and Reinstatement)
The tendency to repeatedly revert to earlier
patterns of addictive behavior and for the
most extreme patterns of behavior, typical of
the height of the addiction, to be quickly
restored even after many years of abstinence
or control.

The tendency to repeatedly revert to
earlier patterns of online gaming and for
even the most extreme patterns of
behavior, typical of the height of
excessive online gaming, to be quickly
restored after periods of abstinence or
control.

The tendency to repeatedly revert to
earlier patterns of game play. Excessive
playing patterns are quickly restored
after periods of abstinence or control.

Resumption of the
activity with the
same vigor
subsequent to
attempts to abstain.
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Tolerance

Increasing amounts of the addictive activity
are required to achieve the former effects.

Increasing amounts of online gaming are
required to achieve the former mood
modifying effects. Online gamers
therefore gradually build up the amount
of time that they spend online engaged
in the behavior.

The gamer begins playing games more
often, gradually building up the amount
of time spent on games.

The activity has to
be undertaken to a
progressively
greater extent to
achieve the same
“buzz.”

Withdrawal

The unpleasant feeling states and/or physical
effects that occur when the addictive activity
is discontinued or suddenly reduced (e.g.,
the shakes, moodiness, irritability, etc.).

The unpleasant feeling states and/or
physical effects that occur when online
gaming is discontinued or suddenly
reduced (e.g., the shakes, moodiness,
irritability, etc.).

Unpleasant emotions and/or physical
effects that occur when game play is
suddenly reduced or discontinued.
Withdrawal consists mostly of
moodiness and irritability, but may also
include physiological symptoms, such
as shaking.

(Withdrawal
symptoms)
The cessation of
the activity leads to
the occurrence of
unpleasant
emotions or
physical effects.

Note. Any alternative terminology for the dimensions is provided in brackets.
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Table 3.4. Definitions of the Dimensions of MMOG Addiction.
Dimension
Definition
Salience
MMOG use becomes the most important activity in the player’s life and
dominates the player’s thinking (i.e., Cognitive Salience) and behavior
(i.e., Behavioral Salience).
Mood

Subjective experiences derived from playing MMOGs, consisting of both

Modification

an arousing “buzz,” or “high,” (i.e., Mood Enhancement) and a
tranquilizing feeling of “escape” or “numbing” (i.e., Emotional Relief).

Tolerance

Increasing amounts of gaming are required to achieve the former
experience. Players gradually build up the amount of time spent playing
MMOGs.

Withdrawal

The unpleasant feeling states, emotions, and/or physical effects (e.g.,
moodiness, irritability, or shakes) that occur when MMOG use is
discontinued or suddenly reduced.

Conflict

Conflict resulted from excessive MMOG use, such as missing real life
social engagements (i.e., Interpersonal Problems), missing work or classes
(i.e., Professional/Academic Problems), and personal problems that the
players experience within themselves, such as physical illness (i.e.,
Intrapersonal Problems).

Relapse

The tendency to revert to earlier patterns of excessive MMOG use after
periods of abstinence or control.

Loss of

The inability to limit the time or resources given to MMOG use, even

Control

when a decision appears to have previously been made to do so.
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3.3. Instrument Development Process
A systematic, rigorous approach to instrument development has been strongly
advocated for in IS research (Boudreau et al., 2001; Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Segars,
1997). Following the robust paradigm in the IS literature, the instrument development
process, shown in Figure 3.1, was therefore carried out in three stages, item creation,
scale development, and instrument testing (Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Segars, 1997).
This approach has been widely used by IS scholars and has worked well for developing
instruments with desirable psychometric properties.
3.3.1. Mapping of MMOG Addiction Dimensions
Mapping of MMOG addiction dimensions was first conducted to reconcile the
identified dimensions into a manageable number, to form a basis for the subsequent
instrument development process. The components model of addiction proposed by
Brown (1997) and Griffiths (2010) was used as the basis for mapping the MMOG
addiction dimensions. Two independent subject experts were invited to match the
proposed dimensions identified from the existing multidimensional instruments.
Dimensions fitting the definitions stated in Table 3.4 were placed under the
corresponding key dimensions of the behavioral addiction framework. Disagreements
were solved through discussions. An unclassified option was provided to avoid the
forced mapping of irrelevant dimensions. This generative method ensured that the
domain of interest was sufficiently captured by the relevant dimensions.
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Figure 3.1. Overview of the Instrument Development Process
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As illustrated in Table 3.5, which summarizes the mapping of the MMOG addiction
dimensions, Conflict appeared to be the most ubiquitous dimension. Various types of
Conflict were captured and they were captured in all multidimensional instruments.
Loss of Control and Withdrawal were the second most important dimensions, followed
by Salience, Mood Modification, Tolerance, and Relapse, which were all commonly
captured in the existing multidimensional instruments of MMOG addiction. Selection
and development of dimensions were performed with caution to reflect their relevancy
to MMOG addiction. In particular, dimensions which are less relevant or irrelevant to
MMOGs were excluded. For example, given that a majority of MMOGs today are freeto-play and that playing MMOGs is legal and neutral, Financial Problems and
Deceptions are excluded in the dimensions of MMOG addiction as they are inherent in
addictive behaviors that require substantial financial input (e.g., pathological gambling)
and are related to illegal activities (e.g., crime addiction) respectively. On the other
hand, dimensions which are highly relevant to MMOGs were extended. For example,
Mood Modification was further developed into two sub-dimensions, Mood
Enhancement and Emotional Relief. The virtual world of MMOGs not only provides
an environment for attaining excitement, but also offers an immersive space for
escaping and relieving negative emotions. In addition, MMOGs are persistent in nature
and require users to spend substantial amount of time. Therefore, the proposed subdimensions of Conflict (i.e., Intrapersonal Problems, Interpersonal Problems, and
Professional/Academic Problems) emphasized the negative consequences resulted
from displacing time of daily activities (e.g., sleeping, socialization, and working) to
playing MMOGs.
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Table 3.5. Mapping of MMOG Addiction Dimensions
Dimension
Scale

Source

Chinese Internet
Addiction Scale

(Chen et al.,
2003)

Compulsive Internet
Use Scale
Game Addiction
Scale

(Meerkerk et al.,
2009)
(Lemmens et al.,
2009)
(Hahn &
Jerusalem,
2001)

Internet Addiction
Scale

Internet Addiction
Scale for Taiwanese

Korean Internet
Game Addiction
Scale
Online Game
Addiction
Measurement
Online Game
Addiction Scale
Problematic Internet
Use Questionnaire
Problematic Online
Gaming
Questionnaire

(Lin & Tsai,
2002)

Salience

Mood
Modification

--

--

Preoccupation
/Salience

Coping/Mood
Modification
Mood
Modification

Salience
Preoccupation
/Salience

--

--

--

Withdrawal

Conflict

Relapse

Loss of
Control

Unclassified

Tolerance

Withdrawal

Interpersonal
Relationships,
Health and Time
Management

--

Compulsive
Use

--

--

Withdrawal
Symptoms

Conflict

--

Loss of
Control

Lying

Tolerance

Withdrawal

Conflict,
Problems

Relapse

--

--

Tolerance

Withdrawal
Symptoms

Conflict

--

Loss of
Control

--

Withdrawal

Problematic
Consequences,
Interpersonal and
Financial
Problems

--

Compulsive
Use

--

--

Declined
Self-Control

Hypersensitiv
eness, GameDependence
Behavior

Tolerance

Tolerance

(Oh et al., 2005)

--

Absorption

--

--

Functional
Deficit

(Chou & Ting,
2003)

Salience

--

Tolerance

Withdrawal

Conflict

Relapse

Psychological
Dependence

--

--

Withdrawal

Problems

--

Obsession

--

--

--

Neglect

--

Preoccupation

Immersion

--

Withdrawal

Social Isolation,
Interpersonal
Conflict,

--

(Whang &
Chang, 2002)
(Demetrovics et
al., 2008)
(Demetrovics et
al., 2012)
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Longer
Time,
Cannot Stop
Compulsive
Use
Control
Disorder
--

---Overuse

Problematic Video
Game Playing Scale

The Problematic
Online Game Use
Questionnaire
Young's Internet
Addiction Scale

(Salguero &
Morán, 2002)

Preoccupation

Escape

Tolerance

Withdrawal

Disregard for the
Physical or
Psychological
Consequences,
Family/Schooling
Disruption

(Kim & Kim,
2010)

--

Euphoria

--

--

Health Problems,
Conflict,

--

Failure of
Self-Control

Preference for
Virtual
Relationships

(Young, 1998;
Young, 2007)

Salience

Mood
Modification

Tolerance

Withdrawal

Conflict

Relapse

--

--
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--

Loss of
Control

Lies and
Deception

Many of the other dimensions proposed in the MMOG addiction literature could be
reconciled within the seven dimensions of the behavioral addiction framework (see
Table 3.5). Consistent with the definitions of dimensions from the behavioral addiction
framework, the mapping results suggest that the Salience, Mood Modification, and
Conflict dimension is second-order dimensions composed of sub-dimensions. Salience
consists of Cognitive Salience (e.g., playing MMOG dominates the gamers’ thoughts)
and Behavioral Salience (e.g., playing MMOG becomes the most important activity for
the gamers). Mood Modification consists of Mood Enhancement (e.g., feeling a sense
of euphoria or high) and Emotional Relief (e.g., escaping from or coping with negative
emotions). Conflict consists of Intrapersonal Problems (e.g., health problems or
physical illness), Interpersonal Problems (e.g., social isolation or interpersonal
conflict), and Professional/Academic Problems (e.g., work or schooling disruptions).
Eleven first-order dimensions conceptually relevant to MMOG addiction were thus
identified and served as the basis for the subsequent instrument development process.
These dimensions were Cognitive Salience and Behavioral Salience (comprising
Salience); Mood Enhancement and Emotional Relief (comprising Mood Modification);
Tolerance; Withdrawal; Intrapersonal Problems, Interpersonal Problems, and
Professional/Academic Problems (comprising Conflict); Relapse; and Loss of Control.
3.3.2. Item Generation
The objective of the item generation stage was to create a pool of items with content
validity for each dimension of MMOG addiction, by identifying items from existing
instruments and by creating additional items that appeared to fit into the dimensions
(Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Following the deductive approach for item generation
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(Schwab, 1980; Tojib, Sugianto, & Sendjaya, 2008), 11 dimensions of MMOG
addiction were identified and were used as the basis for generating candidate items.
Whenever appropriate, items from existing instruments that had been empirically
tested were considered and adapted. A thorough, iterative literature review was
conducted to survey existing MMOG addiction instruments and to obtain the initial
pool of items for dimensions. Multiple items were generated for each dimension to
ensure internal consistency (Allen & Yen, 1979). Once the pool items was obtained,
items for each dimension of MMOG addiction were then re-evaluated to eliminate
redundant or ambiguous items. The culling process resulted in a total of 43 items for
the 11 dimensions, as summarized in Table 3.6.
3.3.3. Scale Development
The objectives of the scale development stage were (1) to assess the construct validity
of the instrument being developed and (2) to identify the items that were ambiguous
(Moore & Benbasat, 1991). Panels of judges were invited to sort the various items into
the construct dimensions, and provide evaluation on items.(Moore & Benbasat, 1991).
The panel members all either held Ph.D. degree or were pursuing Ph.D. studies, and
were either actively researching in the domain of interest or had professional
experience in MMOGs.
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Table 3.6. Dimensions and the Corresponding Number of Items
Dimension
Number of Items
Cognitive Salience
3
Behavioral Salience
4
Tolerance
4
Withdrawal
5
Loss of Control
4
Relapse
5
Interpersonal Problems
4
Intrapersonal Problems
3
Professional/Academic
3
Problems
Mood Enhancement
4
Emotional Relief
4
Sorting Procedures
There were two rounds of card sorting. A different group of judges was used for each
round. Prior to the card sorting, the judges were given a standard set of instructions that
had been tested with a separate judge to ensure their comprehensiveness and
comprehensibility. The judges could ask questions to ensure that they understood the
procedure. In each round of card sorting, five judges were given the definitions of the
11 dimensions and were asked to carefully read each item and sort it to its
corresponding dimension. After the card sorting procedure, the judges were asked to
provide additional feedback to improve the instrument items.
Inter-rater Reliabilities
Two measurements were calculated to assess the reliability of the card sorting. The
level of agreement between each pair of judges was measured with Cohen’s Kappa
(Cohen, 1960). Although no general authority exists with respect to the required scores
for Cohen’s Kappa (Moore & Benbasat, 1991), recent studies have considered scores
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greater than 0.65 to be acceptable (Todd & Benbasat, 1991). Following Moore and
Benbasat (1991), item placement ratios were also calculated to assess the reliability of
the classification scheme and the validity of the items. Item placement ratios
demonstrated the overall frequency with which all of the judges placed the items into
the intended dimensions. The higher the percentage of items placed in the intended
dimension, the higher the degree of inter-judge agreement across the panel (Moore &
Benbasat, 1991). Instruments with a high degree of correct item placement were
considered to have a high degree of construct validity and reliability. There are no
established standards for determining good levels of placement. Higher item placement
ratios are considered to be better and the presentation of ratios in the matrix can also
be used to highlight any problematic areas and classifications (Moore & Benbasat,
1991). The results of the two rounds of card sorting are summarized in Tables 3.7, 3.8,
and 3.9.
For the first round of card sorting, five judges were asked to sort the items based on the
dimension definitions provided (Moore & Benbasat, 1991). The judges were not forced
to sort any items they found ambiguous into a particular category. The results showed
a generally high degree of agreement between the judges, with the exception of the
Behavioral Salience dimension. The Cohen’s Kappa ranged between 0.75 and 0.85,
and averaged 0.77 (see Table 3.7). The overall placement ratio of items within the
target dimensions was 82%, indicating that the items were generally sorted into the
intended dimensions (see Table 3.8). The Behavioral Salience, Tolerance, Withdrawal,
and Relapse dimensions had relatively low item placement ratios and were examined
to identify ambiguous items. Following the card sorting results and the evaluations
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from the judges, two items for Behavioral Salience were revised and one item was
dropped from Tolerance, Withdrawal, and Relapse each. Forty items thus remained for
the next stage of development.
For the second round of card sorting, five new judges were invited to sort the remaining
items based on the definitions provided. The results revealed significantly better
agreement between the judges than in the first round. The Cohen’s Kappa ranged
between 0.87 and 0.95, and averaged 0.91 (see Table 3.7). The overall placement ratio
of items within the target dimensions was 94% and each item placement ratio was equal
or greater than 80% (see Table 3.9). The results indicated that the items were sorted
into the intended dimensions. It was therefore concluded that the development process
had resulted in an instrument that demonstrated construct validity and had a high
potential for good reliability. One ambiguous item was dropped from the Relapse
dimension, leaving 39 items for the instrument validation tests.
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Table 3.7. Degree of Agreement (Cohen’s Kappa)
Card Sorting 1
Judges
1
1
0.72
2
0.79
3
0.82
4
0.74
5

2
0.92
0.77
0.74
0.74

3
0.95
0.95
0.85
0.74

4
0.89
0.87
0.89

5
0.89
0.89
0.95
0.87

Card Sorting 2

0.74

Target Categories

Table 3.8. Results of the First Round of Card Sorting (Item Placement Ratio)
Actual Categories
Total
Items
15
20
20
20
20
15
15
25
20
20
25

Hit
Ratio%
100
45
90
65
100
100
100
64
80
80
76

CS
BS
LOC
TOL
IEP
PAP
IAP
WIT
ER
ME
REL
CS
15
BS
1
9
2
2
6
LOC
18
2
TOL
5
13
2
IEP
20
PAP
15
IAP
15
WIT
5
1
3
16
ER
1
1
16
2
ME
1
3
16
REL
3
2
1
19
Total Items Placement: 215
Hits: 172
Overall Hit Ratio: 82%
Note. CS = Cognitive Salience, BS = Behavioral Salience, ME = Mood Enhancement, ER = Emotional Relief, TOL =
Tolerance, WIT = Withdrawal, IAP = Intrapersonal Problems, IEP = Interpersonal Problems, PAP = Professional/Academic
Problems, REL = Relapse, LOC = Loss of Control.
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Table 3.9. Results of the Second Round of Card Sorting (Item Placement Ratio)
Actual Categories

Target Categories

CS
13

BS
1
20

LOC
1

TOL

IEP

PAP

IAP

WIT

ER

ME

REL

Total
Items
15
20
20
15
20
15
15
20
20
20
20

Hit
Ratio%
87
100
95
80
100
100
100
90
100
100
80

CS
BS
LOC
19
1
TOL
2
12
1
IEP
20
PAP
15
IAP
15
WIT
1
18
1
ER
20
ME
20
REL
4
16
Total Items Placement: 200
Hits: 188
Overall Hit Ratio: 94%
Notes: CS = Cognitive Salience, BS = Behavioral Salience, ME = Mood Enhancement, ER = Emotional Relief, TOL =
Tolerance, WIT = Withdrawal, IAP = Intrapersonal Problem, IEP = Interpersonal Problem, PAP = Professional/Academic
Problems, REL = Relapse, LOC = Loss of Control.
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3.3.4. Instrument Testing
Pilot Test
A pilot test was conducted (1) to ensure that the mechanics of compiling the
questionnaire were adequate, by having respondents first complete the questionnaire,
and then comment on its length, wording, and instruction; and (2) to make an initial
reliability assessment of the instrument (Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Shi, Kunnathur, &
Ragu-Nathan, 2005). A self-administered questionnaire was distributed to 43 MMOG
players. Entry in a lottery for shopping vouchers was offered as an incentive for
participation to increase the response rate and quality. Cronbach’s alphas and the itemtotal correlation were calculated to assess the reliability of the instrument. The
reliability met the conventional standard of internal consistency (Hair, Black, Babin,
& Anderson, 2009), with Cronbach’s alphas for all of the dimensions falling between
0.90 and 0.95, which were much higher than the recommended level of 0.7. The
questionnaire was then refined based on the results and evaluations.
Field Test
The refined self-administered online questionnaire was then distributed to MMOG
players. An online market research firm was employed to conduct the data collection,
to improve the response rate and the sample quality. The respondents were
predominantly Chinese MMOG players. Screening questions were applied to filter
only active, frequent MMOG players. The participants were given reward points that
could be exchanged for gifts. A total of 517 usable questionnaires were collected.
Online survey methods have been the most commonly used data collection method in
prior studies on problematic use of Internet-based technology (Byun et al., 2009). Of
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the 517 respondents, 54% were male and 46% were female. The majority of the
respondents (41%) were aged 26-30, followed by 36% aged 31-40. The respondents
spent on average 16 hours per week and had on average four-year experience playing
MMOGs.
Confirmatory Factor Analysis
Structural equation modeling techniques are useful for validating measurement
instruments. Given the theory-driven approach used for the development of the
measurement instrument, a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) approach was used for
instrument validation. CFA combines ex ante theoretical expectations with empirical
data to validate the factor structure and is therefore a stronger statistical method than
its alternatives (such as exploratory factor analysis) in theory-driven instrument
development (Bhattacherjee, 2002). A CFA was performed with the 517 cases in the
data set. The standardized residuals between the individual instrument items ranged
between -0.22 and 0.26, which was well below the recommended threshold for data
quality (Bhattacherjee, 2002).
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (p < 0.05) and visual inspections of histograms and box
plots showed that the data distributions exhibited a certain degree of skewness and
kurtosis. However, non-normally distributed data is common in negative behavior
studies, such as compulsive shopping (Ridgway, Kukar-Kinney, & Monroe, 2008),
Internet overuse (Brenner, 1997), and auction sites addiction (Turel et al., 2011b)
studies. The skewness and kurtosis estimates of the instrument items fell within the
acceptable range (-2 to +2), suggesting no serious departure from the normality
assumption (Bhattacherjee, 2002). Normality can have serious effects in small samples
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(fewer than 50 cases) (Hair et al., 2009). Given the large sample size of this study
(n=517), the small departure from the normality assumption is not a major issue.
The maximum likelihood method was used to detect the unidimensionality of each
factor, which indicates the presence of a single trait or construct underlying a set of
measures (Anderson & Gerbing, 1988). Following Byrne (2001), a measurement
model was developed that included the 11 identified factors as first-order factors. The
11 factors were correlated, with each item having a non-zero loading on its designated
factor and a zero loading on the other factors. The measurement errors associated with
the items were uncorrelated. Although the χ2/d.f. value suggested that the initial model
had a reasonably good fit, most of the other fit indices were below the recommended
threshold (see Table 3.10). The hypothesized model was thus not adequate. A respecification of the hypothesized model was needed to detect any ill-fitting parameters
and to achieve a clearer factor structure (Tojib et al., 2008).
As shown in Table 3.10, the hypothesized model was re-specified by considering the
standardized factor loadings (Tojib et al., 2008) and modification indices (Byrne, 2001).
Following Jöreskog and Sörbom (1988), one item at a time was dropped from the
model to avoid over-modification. At the end of the re-specification process, one item
from Emotional Relief and one item from Loss of Control, were dropped. The final 37item instrument had good fit indices (χ2/d.f. = 2.50, GFI = 0.86, AGFI = 0.83, RMR =
0.08, RMSEA = 0.05, TLI = 0.94, NFI = 0.92, CFI = 0.95). The final model minimized
the Akaike information criterion (AIC) value, indicating that it was the most
parsimonious model. The MMOG addiction instrument was finalized with the 37 items,
as shown in Table 3.11.
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Table 3.10. Model Fit Test Results of Initial and Revised Models
Initial Model (39
Revised Model (38
Threshold
items)
items)
2
1777.600
χ
Smaller is better
1531.625
647.000
d.f.
610.000
p < 0.05
p < 0.05
p-value
p > 0.05
2
2
2.748
χ /d.f.
1 < χ /d.f. < 3
2.511
0.831
GFI
> 0.90
0.855
0.796
AGFI
> 0.80
0.824
0.105
RMR
< 0.10
0.082
0.058
RMSEA
< 0.08
0.054
0.926
TLI
> 0.90
0.938
0.902
NFI
> 0.90
0.914
0.935
CFI
> 0.90
0.946
2043.638
AIC
Smaller is better
1793.625
2741.628
CAIC
Smaller is better
2481.118

Revised Model (37
items)
1435.212
574.000
p < 0.05
2.500
0.861
0.830
0.080
0.054
0.940
0.917
0.948
1693.212
2370.210

Table 3.11. The Final 37-item Scale of MMOG Addiction
Salience
Cognitive Salience
CS1
I am preoccupied with playing MMOGs.
CS2
When I am offline, I wonder what is happening in the MMOG world.
CS3
I think about playing MMOGs all day long.
Behavioral Salience
BS1
Playing MMOGs has become one of the most important activities to me.
BS3
I play MMOGs much more than other activities, prior hobbies, or interests.
BS4
I play MMOGs before something else I need to do.
BS5
I spend a good deal of time playing MMOGs.
Mood Modification
Mood Enhancement
ME1
I feel good while I play MMOGs.
ME2
Playing MMOGs is when I feel the most pleasure.
ME3
I experience a buzz of excitement while playing MMOGs.
ME4
Playing MMOGs makes me happy.
Emotional Relief
ER2
Playing MMOGs relieves my dysphoric feelings.
ER3
Playing MMOGs releases my stress.
Playing MMOGs eliminates my bad feelings (e.g., sadness, nervousness, or
ER4
anger).
Tolerance
There is a need to increase the amount of time playing MMOGs to achieve my
TOL1
former excitement.
TOL2 I play MMOGs with a marked increase in duration to attain satisfaction.
TOL3 I play MMOGs more extensively than before.
Withdrawal
WIT1 I feel restless when I attempt to cut down my MMOG use.
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WIT2 I become irritable when I attempt to stop my MMOG use.
WIT3 I feel bad when I am unable to play MMOGs.
WIT4 I feel bored when I am unable to play MMOGs.
Conflict
Intrapersonal Problems
IAP1
Playing MMOGs causes me sleep deprivation.
I experience physical problems (e.g., backache, fatigue, or headache) because of
IAP2
playing MMOGs.
IAP3
My health gets worse because of playing MMOGs.
Interpersonal Problems
IEP1
I miss real life social engagements because of playing MMOGs.
IEP2
I give up or reduce social activities because of playing MMOGs.
IEP3
Others in my life complain about my MMOG use.
IEP4
I neglect others (e.g., friends or family) because of playing MMOGs.
Professional/Academic Problems2
PAP1 My work or studies suffered because I play MMOGs.
PAP2 Playing MMOGs often interferes with my work or my studies.
I am not able to fulfill my role obligations at my workplace or campus because of
PAP3
playing MMOGs.
Relapse
REL1 I tend to resume playing MMOGs after periods of abstinence.
REL2 I have a tendency to revert to the previous pattern of MMOG use after a stop.
REL3 I return to playing MMOGs after I have cut back, and play more excessively.
Loss of Control
LOC2 I have difficulty controlling the amount of time playing MMOGs.
LOC3 I am not able to resist the impulse to play MMOGs.
LOC4 I play MMOGs longer than intended.
Note. All items were measured using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1 = Strongly Disagree” to “7
= Strongly Agree”.

Estimation of Competing Models
Competing model analyses were conducted to corroborate the hypothesized model.
Building on the literature, five plausible alternative models were proposed. Figure 3.2
shows only the representative items from each of these alternatives. Models 1 to 3
represented the non-hierarchical structure with only first-order factors. Model 1 was a
first-order factor model. In this unidimensional model, one factor, MMOG Addiction,
was hypothesized to account for all the common variance between the 37 observable
variables. This was consistent with summing the scores of all observable variables to
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obtain a total MMOG addiction score (e.g., Oggins & Sammis, 2012). Model 2 was a
first-order factor model with the 11 factors correlated with each other to represent the
different dimensions of MMOG addiction. By assuming that the 11 factors were
correlated, the multiple dimensions were associated with one another, capturing the
common variance in the model. Demetrovics et al. (2008) laid a foundation for this
model in their discussion of substantial common variance between observable variables
in the Internet addiction scale. In Model 3, the 37 observable variables were loaded
onto 11 uncorrelated factors. Demetrovics et al. (2012) performed an exploratory factor
analysis with an online gaming addiction scale resulting in various uncorrelated factors.
It was possible that 11 orthogonal first-order factors explained the data structure,
making Model 3 a plausible alternative.
Models 4 and 5 represented two different composite latent variable models with
different hierarchical structures, highlighting the different facets of MMOG addiction.
Model 4 comprised a second-order factor onto which the 11 first-order factors were
loaded. Model 4 tested the extent to which the correlations among the 11 first-order
factors were accentuated by the second-order factor, MMOG Addiction, which was
consistent with plausible hierarchical structures suggested in the literature (e.g., Kim
& Kim, 2010). Referencing the theoretical framework of behavioral addiction from
Brown (1997) and Griffiths (2010) and the comprehensive literature review results,
Model 5 suggested an alternative hierarchical structure in which three second-order
factors (Salience, Mood Modification, and Conflict) and four first-order factors
(Tolerance, Withdrawal, Relapse, and Loss of Control) explained MMOG addiction.
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The fit indices of the five competing models are summarized in Table 3.12. The null
model stated that no latent factors had underlain the observed items and that the
correlations between the items were zero in the population (Muylle, Moenaert, &
Despontin, 2004). The null model was included to establish a zero point for the NFI
(Doll, Xia, & Torkzadeh, 1994). As expected, the null model resulted in poor fit indices.
Models 1, 3, and 4 demonstrated substantial improvements over the null model. None
of these models, however, had a reasonable fit with the empirical data. Models 2 and 5
provided substantial improvements over their alternatives. The majority of the fit
indices in models 2 and 5 met the recommended thresholds, except for GFI, which had
a marginal fit. Therefore, models 2 and 5 were both regarded as adequate for
representing the underlying factor structure of the MMOG addiction instrument.
A higher-order model merely explains the covariation within its corresponding firstorder model in a more parsimonious way (i.e., one that requires fewer degrees of
freedom). Consequently, even when a higher-order model is able to effectively explain
the factor covariations, the goodness-of-fit can never surpass that of its first-order
model (Doll et al., 1994). As shown in Table 3.12, the fit indices of Model 2 were
slightly superior to those of Model 5, suggesting that Model 2 might provide a target
or optimum fit. However, the target coefficient (T) of 0.914 (the ratio of the χ2 between
Model 2 and Model 5) suggested the existence of the second-order model, indicating
that 91.4% of the variation was explained by the second-order model (Doll et al., 1994).
Therefore, the factor covariance in Model 2 can be represented in a more parsimonious
way with the existence of second-order factors. Since prior literature suggested the
existence of seven dimensions of MMOG addiction, Model 5 is of greater theoretical
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interest than Model 2. For these reasons, though both Model 2 and Model 5 were
representative, researchers in this study recommended Model 5, and used it to proceed
with the analysis of the validity and reliability of the factors and items.

Table 3.12. Model Fit Test Results of the Alternative Models
Null
Model 2
Threshold
Model
Model 1
Smaller is
6911.53
1435.21
17296.556
χ2
better
9
2
666.000
574.000
d.f.
629.000
p < 0.05
p < 0.05 p < 0.05
p-value
p > 0.05
25.971
2.500
χ2/d.f.
1 < χ2/d.f. < 3
10.988
0.109
0.861
GFI
> 0.90
0.421
0.060
0.830
AGFI
> 0.80
0.353
0.895
0.080
RMR
< 0.10
0.205
0.220
0.054
RMSEA < 0.08
0.139
/
0.940
TLI
> 0.90
0.600
/
0.917
NFI
> 0.90
0.600
/
0.948
CFI
> 0.90
0.622
Smaller is
7059.53
1693.21
17370.556
AIC
better
9
2
Smaller is
7447.89
2370.21
17564.733
CAIC
better
4
0
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Model 3

Model 4

Model 5

5895.53
4
629.000
p < 0.05
9.373
0.476
0.415
0.825
0.127
0.665
0.659
0.683
6043.53
4
6431.88
9

2564.28
4
618.000
p < 0.05

1570.97
9
601.000
p < 0.05

4.149
0.758
0.725
0.166
0.078
0.874
0.852
0.883
2734.28
4
3180.36
8

2.614
0.844
0.817
0.094
0.056
0.935
0.909
0.942
1774.97
9
2310.27
9

Figure 3.2. Competing Models for the MMOG Addiction Instrument
Note. CS = Cognitive Salience, BS = Behavioral Salience, SAL = Salience, ME = Mood Enhancement,
ER = Emotional Relief, MM = Mood Modification, TOL = Tolerance, WIT = Withdrawal, IAP =
Intrapersonal Problems, IEP = Interpersonal Problems, PAP = Professional/Academic Problems, CON
= Conflict, REL = Relapse, LOC = Loss of Control.
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Assessment of the Measurement Model’s Reliability and Validity
Cronbach’s alphas and the item-total correlations were calculated to examine the
reliability of the instrument after specifications and estimations of the factor models.
The reliability met the conventional standard of internal consistency (Hair et al., 2009),
with Cronbach’s alphas falling between 0.83 and 0.93 and the item-total correlations
for all of the items ranging between 0.67 and 0.87, which exceeded the recommended
thresholds. The convergent and discriminant validity of the measurement model were
then assessed.
Convergent Validity
Convergent validity refers to the extent to which the items in an instrument appear to
be indicators of a single underlying construct. The convergent validity was evaluated
using the criteria (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2009) that (1) all of the
measurement factor loadings must be significant and exceed 0.7, (2) the construct
reliabilities must exceed 0.7, and (3) the average variance extracted (AVE) should
exceed 0.5. As evident in the measurement model results in Table 3.13, all of the item
factor loadings were significant (p < 0.001) and the lowest value was 0.74. The
composite reliability (CR) fell between 0.92 and 0.96, and the AVE ranged from 0.67
to 0.88. The results suggested that the instrument demonstrated convergent validity.
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Table 3.13. CFA Measurement Model Results
Item
Mean
Standard deviation
CS1
CS2
CS3
BS1
BS3
BS4
BS5
ME1
ME2
ME3
ME4
ER2
ER3
ER4
TOL1
TOL2
TOL3
WIT1
WIT2
WIT3
WIT4
IAP1
IAP2
IAP3
IEP1
IEP2
IEP3
IEP4
PAP1
PAP2
PAP3
REL1
REL2
REL3
LOC2
LOC3
LOC4

5.41
5.44
4.98
5.41
5.48
5.07
5.18
5.41
5.50
5.50
5.61
5.00
5.36
5.26
4.75
4.66
4.73
4.57
4.68
4.72
4.80
4.82
4.98
4.74
4.92
5.08
4.82
4.87
4.54
4.47
4.31
5.00
4.86
4.63
4.59
4.92
5.15

1.21
1.23
1.36
1.26
1.20
1.31
1.38
1.12
1.14
1.10
1.13
1.37
1.25
1.20
1.48
1.52
1.49
1.50
1.48
1.45
1.44
1.46
1.45
1.43
1.35
1.42
1.46
1.41
1.52
1.54
1.57
1.35
1.36
1.45
1.51
1.47
1.42

Standardized item loading
(λ)
0.85
0.79
0.85
0.87
0.83
0.84
0.87
0.85
0.85
0.84
0.82
0.74
0.82
0.81
0.95
0.94
0.93
0.91
0.90
0.93
0.92
0.82
0.82
0.86
0.85
0.82
0.83
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.81
0.87
0.90
0.89
0.88
0.93
0.89

Note. CS = Cognitive Salience, BS = Behavioral Salience, ME = Mood Enhancement, ER = Emotional
Relief, TOL = Tolerance, WIT = Withdrawal, IAP = Intrapersonal Problems, IEP = Interpersonal
Problems, PAP = Professional/Academic Problems, REL = Relapse, LOC = Loss of Control.
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Table 3.14. Scale Properties and Correlations Matrix
Correlations Matrix
WIT REL LOC SAL

Composite
Reliability

AVE

MM

Mood Modification (MM)

0.93

0.67

0.81

Tolerance (TOL)

0.96

0.88

0.52

0.94

Withdrawal (WIT)

0.95

0.84

0.54

0.76

0.92

Relapse (REL)

0.92

0.78

0.51

0.69

0.67

0.88

Loss of Control (LOC)

0.93

0.80

0.60

0.70

0.77

0.69

0.89

Salience (SAL)

0.95

0.71

0.61

0.65

0.63

0.56

0.61

0.84

0.70

0.42

0.55

0.67

0.58

0.73

0.44

Construct

0.96
Conflict (CON)
Note. AVE = average variance extracted

TOL

CON

0.84

Discriminant Validity
Discriminant validity refers to the degree to which the measures of distinct constructs
differ. Discriminant validity is demonstrated when the squared root of the AVE for
each construct is higher than the correlations between it and the rest of the constructs
(Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2009). The square root of the AVE for each
construct is shown in Table 3.14, located in bold on the diagonal of the table. The value
for each construct was higher than the correlations between it and the other constructs,
suggesting the discriminant validity of the instrument. An additional test was
performed to further assure the discriminant validity. An item loading and crossloading matrix was computed to test the discriminant validity. All of the items loaded
on their intended constructs above a 0.7 level and those loadings were higher than any
cross-loadings on any other constructs, thus further supporting the discriminant validity
(see Table 3.15) (Gefen & Straub, 2005; Tan, Benbasat, & Cenfetelli, 2013).
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Table 3.15. Cross-loading Matrix.
Mood
Item
Modification
Tolerance
ER2
0.46
0.74
ER3
0.44
0.82

Withdrawal
0.54
0.45

Relapse
0.51
0.45

Loss of
Control
0.61
0.48

Salience
0.45
0.51

Conflict
0.50
0.37

ER4

0.81

0.41

0.43

0.42

0.48

0.46

0.31

ME1
ME2

0.85
0.85

0.38
0.38

0.41
0.39

0.39
0.35

0.46
0.45

0.52
0.52

0.32
0.28

ME3
ME4

0.46
0.40

0.45
0.40

0.42
0.39

0.49
0.44

0.54
0.51

0.34
0.28

TOL1

0.84
0.82
0.49

0.95

0.72

0.67

0.66

0.61

0.53

TOL2
TOL3

0.44
0.52

0.71
0.73

0.65
0.66

0.66
0.68

0.59
0.63

0.52
0.53

WIT1
WIT2

0.48
0.46

0.94
0.93
0.74
0.68

0.91
0.90

0.65
0.60

0.70
0.71

0.60
0.54

0.62
0.63

WIT3
WIT4

0.51
0.53

0.70
0.69

0.62
0.60

0.70
0.70

0.58
0.59

0.60
0.59

REL1

0.47

0.60

0.93
0.92
0.59

0.87

0.59

0.49

0.52

REL2
REL3

0.49
0.41

0.56
0.69

0.57
0.63

0.61
0.63

0.49
0.50

0.50
0.52

LOC2
LOC3

0.43
0.59

0.60
0.66

0.68
0.71

0.90
0.89
0.61
0.63

0.88
0.93

0.45
0.59

0.70
0.64

LOC4

0.60

0.64

0.67

0.61

0.58

0.62

BS1
BS3

0.57
0.56

0.53
0.51

0.55
0.50

0.47
0.44

0.89
0.55
0.47

0.87
0.83

0.39
0.33

BS4
BS5

0.48
0.51

0.60
0.57

0.54
0.56

0.51
0.50

0.49
0.54

0.84
0.87

0.36
0.41

CS1
CS2

0.52
0.53

0.51
0.50

0.50
0.47

0.44
0.42

0.50
0.48

0.85
0.79

0.33
0.32

CS3

0.44

0.61

0.59

0.52

0.54

0.41

IAP1
IAP2

0.41
0.38

0.52
0.43

0.56
0.53

0.49
0.47

0.63
0.59

0.85
0.42
0.33

IAP3
IEP1

0.30
0.42

0.44
0.48

0.52
0.59

0.46
0.50

0.60
0.64

0.30
0.42

0.86
0.85

IEP2

0.46

0.43

0.56

0.48

0.62

0.43

0.82

IEP3
IEP4

0.40
0.39

0.45
0.49

0.55
0.61

0.48
0.53

0.61
0.66

0.43
0.42

0.83
0.87

PAP1
PAP2

0.29
0.26

0.49
0.45

0.57
0.52

0.51
0.45

0.62
0.57

0.32
0.27

0.86
0.85

0.82
0.82

PAP3
0.22
0.50
0.57
0.49
0.57
0.29
0.81
Note. CS = Cognitive Salience, BS = Behavioral Salience, ME = Mood Enhancement, ER = Emotional
Relief, TOL = Tolerance, WIT = Withdrawal, IAP = Intrapersonal Problems, IEP = Interpersonal
Problems, PAP = Professional/Academic Problems, REL = Relapse, LOC = Loss of Control.
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Nomological Validity
Nomological validity refers to the degree to which predictions based upon the
measured constructs are confirmed within a wide theoretical context or network of
constructs. Nomological validity can be supported by demonstrating that the constructs
are related to other constructs not included in the model in a manner that supports the
theoretical framework (Hair et al., 2009). To assess the nomological validity of the
MMOG addiction instrument, it is assumed that there were positive relationships
between the factors underlying MMOG addiction and a personality trait, Deficient
Self-Control, which has been suggested as one of the dominant predictors of behavioral
addiction and MMOG addiction in the literature (e.g, Liu & Peng, 2009).
Based on the work of Tangney, Baumeister, and Boone (2004), Deficient Self-Control
was measured with a 13-item scale, including items such as “I wish I had more selfdiscipline,” “I have trouble concentrating,” and “I often act without thinking through
all of the alternatives” (see Table 3.16). A seven-point Likert-type scale (ranging from
“1 = strongly disagree” to “7 = strongly agree”) was used to measure these items. Two
items were dropped from the analysis because of low factor loadings (i.e., lower than
0.7). Deficient self-control’s composite reliability was 0.94 and its AVE was 0.61. The
square root of AVE was larger than all of its inter-construct correlations, lending
support to the reliability and validity of the scale. As expected, there were strong
positive relationships between the Deficient Self-Control trait and the dimensions of
Salience (β = 0.37, p < 0.001), Mood Modification (β = 0.47, p < 0.001), Tolerance (β
= 0.49, p < 0.001), Withdrawal (β = 0.57, p < 0.001), Conflict (β = 0.63, p < 0.001),
Loss of Control (β = 0.65, p < 0.001), and Relapse (β = 0.53, p < 0.001). The results
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corroborated those in the behavioral addiction literature, thereby confirming the
nomological validity of the MMOG addiction instrument.
Table 3.16. Measures of Deficient Self-Control
Deficient Self-Control (Tangney et al., 2004)
I am good at resisting temptation. (R)
DSC1
I have a hard time breaking bad habits.
DSC2
I am lazy.
DSC3
I say inappropriate things.
DSC4
I do certain things that are bad for me, if they are fun.
DSC5
I refuse things that are bad for me. (R)
DSC6
I wish I had more self-discipline.*
DSC7
People would say that I have iron self-discipline. (R)
DSC8
Pleasure and fun sometimes keep me from getting work done.*
DSC9
I have trouble concentrating.
DSC10
I am able to work effectively toward long-term goals. (R)
DSC11
Sometimes I can’t stop myself from doing something, even if I know it is wrong.
DSC12
I often act without thinking through all the alternatives.
DSC13
Note. All items were measured using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1 = Strongly Disagree” to “7
= Strongly Agree”; (R) = Reversed Item; * = Item dropped from analysis because of low factor loading.

3.4. Conclusion
Study 1 conceptualizes problematic use of MMOGs and distinguishes it from its
counterparts, and develops and validates an instrument of it using a rigorous approach.
The final instrument, consisting of 37 items, exhibits adequate levels of reliability,
convergent validity, discriminant validity, and nomological validity. Future studies are
guided to adopt a conceptualization that fits the research scope and context. In addition,
the validated instrument adds to the repository of rigorous research instruments for IS
researchers’ future applications, helping to develop a cumulative tradition for IS
research in problematic use of MMOGs and understand the development mechanism
of problematic use of MMOGs. Detailed discussions on findings, limitations, and
future research directions of Study 1 are provided in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4 : Understanding the Development of Problematic Use of Massively
Multiplayer Online Games: A Hedonic Management Perspective
This chapter presents Study 2 on proposing and testing a theoretical model on the
development of problematic use of massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs).
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.1 outlines the research
problems and objectives. Section 4.2 discusses the theoretical foundation of the current
study. Section 4.3 presents the research model and hypotheses. Section 4.4 describes
the research methodology. Section 4.5 reports the data analyses and results. Section 4.6
presents a brief conclusion of the study. Detailed discussions on findings, limitations,
and future research directions of Study 2 are provided in Chapter 5.
4.1. Introduction
Every day, millions of individuals spend a significant amount of time on online
entertainment, with online game being one of the most popular destinations. Among a
variety of online game genres, massively multiplayer online games (MMOGs), which
involve gameplay in never-ending immersive virtual worlds, claim to provide players
with a holistic hedonic experience. Some MMOG players acquire waves of enjoyment
and excitement through socializing and achieving in the game whereas others relieve
their negative feelings and emotions by immersing in the fantastic virtual worlds.
Specifically, when playing MMOGs becomes the important source of such hedonic
experiences, the likelihood for that activity to dominate players’ thinking and behavior
increases, displacing time for other activities and resulting in negative consequences in
different aspects of their personal lives (Hsu et al., 2009).
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Drawing on the hedonic management model of addictions (Brown, 1997), this study
proposes a research model explaining the role of hedonic experiences on the
development of problematic use of MMOGs, one of the most popular hedonic
technologies. Hedonic experiences, such as enjoyment which has been extensively
studied in prior IS literature as an important antecedent to acceptance and continuance
of hedonic technologies, are considered potentially dangerous of leading to
problematic technology use. For instance, researchers have modeled enjoyment as the
antecedent to problematic use of hedonic technology of different forms, such as social
networking sites (Turel & Serenko, 2012) and online games (Klimmt, Schmid, &
Orthmann, 2009). While the dark side of hedonic experiences has shed light on research
of problematic use of hedonic technologies, the duality of such effects tends to be
overlooked. As indicated in the addiction literature, hedonic experiences derived from
addictive substances and activities can be loosely classified into two types, upper effect
(e.g., feelings of enjoyment and excitement) and downer effect (e.g., disinhibition of
negative feelings and emotions) (Smith, 2006; Townshend, 2008). Both upper and
downer effects are salient mechanisms explaining the development of problematic
behaviors (Bruce, 1997; Koob & Le Moal, 2006). Considering MMOGs, supported
with sophisticated and dynamic in-game infrastructure and the never-ending immersive
virtual world, players often attain a holistic hedonic experience from playing MMOGs.
While some players feel heightened excitement when attaining particular achievements,
others unwind themselves through in-game social interactions or by immersing in the
virtual world.
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Furthermore, to answer the call for the inclusion of context-specific variables into IS
research (Hong et al. 2014), this study also incorporate MMOG-specific variables into
the research model, namely perceived achievement, perceived socialization, and
perceived immersion, and reveal their impact on giving rise to hedonic experiences of
playing MMOGs.
To summarize, this study aims to bridge the research gaps by (1) proposing and testing
a theoretical model explaining the development of problematic use of MMOGs, (2)
revealing the relative impact of the duality of hedonic experiences, mood enhancement
and emotional relief, on the development of problematic use of MMOGs, and (3)
identifying and examining the context-specific variables associating with the hedonic
experiences of playing MMOGs.
4.2. Literature Review and Theoretical Foundation
4.2.1. Theoretical Frameworks of Problematic Behaviors
In contrast to the extant research on IS acceptance and continuance, which is rooted in
such dominant paradigms as the technology acceptance model (Davis, 1989) and postacceptance model of IS continuance (Bhattacherjee, 2001), there is no dominant theory
or model explaining the development and maintenance of problematic or addictive
behaviors. Among all, two schools of thought are predominant. One posits that
addictive personality attributes to the development of problematic behaviors; another
explains the progression of problematic behaviors through the perspective of learning
models (Brown, 1997; LaRose, Lin, & Eastin, 2003). Personality models are, however,
unable to explain the low addiction rate and the fact that many people can overcome
the addictions or problematic behaviors without professional interventions (LaRose et
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al., 2003; Marlatt et al., 1988; Peele, 1999). The learning models see problematic or
addictive behaviors as the results of learning from a distorting and problem-generating
environment. Learning models provide valuable insights into understanding the
development of problematic behaviors through the lens of environmental triggers,
rewards, and punishments.
Though contemporary learning theories and models (e.g., Bandura, 1986) allow rooms
for expectancies, belief system, and decision making in explaining problematic or
addictive behaviors, the role of subjective experience and feeling tends to be
undervalued (Brown, 1997). To advance theoretical understanding of the development
of problematic use of MMOGs, this study draws on the hedonic management model of
addictions and explains how hedonic experiences (i.e., mood enhancement and
emotional relief) derived from playing MMOGs are associated with the development
of such problematic use.
4.2.2. The Hedonic Management Model of Addictions
The hedonic management model of addictions (Browns, 1997), which emphasizes the
critical role of hedonic experiences in the development of behavioral addiction,
provides a solid theoretical foundation for the current investigation on the development
of problematic use of MMOGs. The hedonic management model of addictions views
problematic or addictive behavior as a result of mismanagement in obtaining and
maintaining the hedonic experiences (e.g., mood enhancement and emotional relief).
Specifically, hedonic experience is influenced significantly by individuals’ action
(Brown, 1997). However, hedonic experience derived from activities or behaviors is
short and immediate, and is typically hard to maintain for an extended period. It is not
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surprising that many people have difficulties in staying happy for long (Apter, 1982).
Attempts to maintain hedonic experience do not always succeed, and may produce
undesirable effects or provoke the opposite results to what is desired (Brown, 1993).
When individuals discover desirable and credible activities or behaviors that produce
stable and optimal hedonic experiences, they would rely on performing that activity for
such experiences. When the activity becomes the desirable source of reward and
maintain near continuous hedonic experience, the activity might dominate one’s
thinking and behavior, leading to potentially problematic or addictive behaviors (Brown,
1997). Mismanagement in obtaining and maintaining hedonic experiences is therefore
considered a crucial mechanism through which problematic behaviors evolve.

This model has been used to explain the attainment and maintenance of a wide spectrum
of addictive behaviors in which hedonic experience has a critical role to play, including
pathologic gambling (Brown, 1993), crime addiction (Brown, 1997), exercise
dependence (Kerr et al., 2007), computer addiction (Charlton, 2002), and online gaming
addiction (Clark, 2006). The ultimate objective of MMOGs is to provide players with
hedonic experiences. The hedonic management model of addictions therefore provides
a solid theoretical foundation to understanding the development of problematic use of
MMOGs.
4.3. Research Model and Hypothesis Development
The current research model is built on the hedonic management model of addictions
(Brown, 1997) which views the development of problematic use as the result of
mismanagement in obtaining and maintaining hedonic experiences. Specifically, the
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research model posits that when playing MMOGs becomes the important source of
such hedonic experiences of mood enhancement and emotional relief, the likelihood
for that activity to dominate players’ thinking and behavior increases, displacing time
for other activities and resulting in negative consequences in different aspects of their
personal lives (Hsu et al., 2009). Figure 4.1 depicts the research model.

Figure 4.1. Research Model of Problematic Use of MMOGs

4.3.1. Problematic Use of MMOGs
Building on the previous literature, problematic use of MMOGs refers to players’
perception of the extent of MMOG use that results in negative consequences in
different aspects of their personal lives (Kim & Kim, 2010; Pápay et al., 2013).
Griffiths (2010) suggested that problematic use of MMOGs should be defined by the
extent to which the gaming negatively impacts player’s live rather than the time spent
or the symptoms exhibited. The negative consequences of playing MMOGs can be
loosely categorized into three types: intrapersonal problems (e.g., physical pain or sleep
deprivation), interpersonal problems (e.g., conflict with friends and family), and
professional/academic problems (e.g., missing work or classes) (Liu & Peng, 2009).
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Accordingly, problematic use of MMOGs in this study is modeled as a second-order
construct consisting of three first-order constructs, intrapersonal problems,
interpersonal problems, and professional/academic problems.
4.3.2. Salience
Salience here refers to the situation that playing MMOGs becomes the most important
activity in players’ lives, dominating their thinking (e.g., preoccupation) and behavior
(e.g., excessive use) (Griffiths, 2010; Lemmens et al., 2009). For instance, even if
players are not actually gaming online, they think about what is happening in the online
game worlds or the next time that they will game. Besides, they tend to give priority to
playing MMOGs over other activities, prior hobbies, or interests. Salience here is
modeled as a second-order construct consisting of two first-order constructs, cognitive
salience and behavioral salience.
According to the hedonic management model of addictions, if a hedonically rewarding
activity dominates person’s thinking and behavior, that activity begins to produce
consequent life problems (Brown, 1997; Kerr, Lindner, & Blaydon, 2007). In the same
vein, if playing MMOGs becomes overly salient in players’ lives, it displaces their time
spent on other daily activities, thus increasing the likelihood of intrapersonal disputes,
interpersonal conflicts as well as work/school related problems.
Prior studies has provided substantial evidence on the relationship between salience of
MMOG use and a diverse array of negative consequences (e.g., intrapersonal,
interpersonal, and professional/academic problems (Ng & Wiemer-Hastings, 2005;
Yee, 2006c). In sum, players whose MMOG use becomes salient are more likely to
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suffer significant negative consequences pertaining to different aspects of their lives
(Griffiths, 2010; Kuss et al., 2012). Thus, it is hypothesized that:
H1: Salience is positively related to problematic use of MMOGs.

4.3.3. Mood Enhancement and Emotional Relief
The core mechanism of the hedonic management model of addictions is the
mismanagement of quests for hedonic experiences. Hedonic experiences of playing
MMOGs are believed to simulate the dual effects derived from substance uses and
behavioral addictions, and consist of upper effect (e.g., mood enhancement) and
downer effect (e.g., emotional relief). Mood enhancement here refers to the feelings of
pleasure and excitement whereas emotional relief refers to the disinhibition of negative
feelings and emotions (Smith, 2006; Townshend, 2008). Both upper and downer effects
are salient mechanisms explaining the development of problematic behaviors (Bruce,
1997; Koob & Le Moal, 2006).
According to the hedonic management model of addictions (Brown, 1997), when
playing MMOGs becomes the important source of hedonic experiences (e.g.,
enhancing mood and/or relieving negative feelings and emotions), the likelihood for
that activity to dominate players’ thinking and behavior increases, setting the stage for
problematic use. Considering playing MMOGs, supported with sophisticated and
dynamic in-game infrastructure and the never-ending immersive virtual world, players
often attain a holistic hedonic experience from such gameplay. Some players feel
heightened excitement when attaining particular achievements; whereas others unwind
themselves through in-game social interactions or by immersing in the virtual world.
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Prior studies have provided substantial evidence on the relationship between hedonic
experiences and salience of playing MMOGs. For instance, studies on problematic
media or Internet use indicated that when the use of such technology acts as an
important mechanism for mood modification purposes, the likelihood of leading to
excessive use increases (Caplan, 2010; LaRose et al., 2003; Lee & Perry, 2004).
Hussain and Griffiths (2009) suggested that players attain hedonic experiences from
playing MMOGs are featured with altered awareness which hinders them from
regulating their usage. Barnett and Coulson (2010) added that players who thrive on or
unwind themselves from playing MMOGs may continue playing to attain a constant
sense hedonic experience. Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
H2: Mood enhancement is positively related to salience of playing MMOGs.
H3: Emotional relief is positively related to salience of playing MMOGs.

4.3.4. MMOG-Specific Benefits
Prior literature has identified multiple benefits of playing MMOGs that render them
pleasurable and appealing to players, including perceived achievement, perceived
socialization, and perceived immersion (Yee, 2006a, 2006c).
Yee (2006a, 2006c) suggested that MMOGs, which are embedded with sophisticated
and dynamic infrastructure, enable players to achieve, socialize, and immerse
themselves in the fantastic and persistent virtual world (see Chapter 2 for details). In
other words, the same MMOG may have different benefits for different players
(Barnett & Coulson, 2010). For example, some players find playing MMOGs
pleasurable, as their in-game characters continue to progress, whereas others find
playing MMOGs enjoyable because they can interact with other players and immerse
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themselves in the virtual world. Rehbein et al. (2010) pointed out that in a sophisticated
gaming context such as MMOGs players regularly obtain points, ranking placements,
virtual equipment, new capabilities, and opportunities to reconfigure their characters,
which can induce waves of hedonic experience. In addition, Snodgrass et al. (2012)
found that MMOG players feel heightened excitement when attaining particular
achievements, unwind through in-game social interactions, and by immersing
themselves in the three-dimensional and persistent virtual world.
To conclude, enabled with sophisticated and dynamic infrastructure in MMOGs,
players can attain holistic hedonic experiences by leveling up characters, accumulating
resources, analyzing and understanding the mechanics of the game, or competing with
others (achievement); or by meeting and getting to know others, building relationships
with others, and/or working and collaborating with others (socialization); or by
exploring virtual worlds, immersing themselves in a story through the eyes of its
characters or customizing the appearance of those characters (immersion) (Yee 2006a).
These benefits derived from playing MMOGs enhance players’ positive mood and
lessen the negative one (Barnett & Coulson, 2010). Therefore, it is hypothesized that:
H4a: Perceived achievement is positively related to mood enhancement of playing MMOGs.
H4b: Perceived achievement is positively related to emotional relief of playing MMOGs.
H5a: Perceived socialization is positively related to mood enhancement of playing MMOGs.
H5b: Perceived socialization is positively related to emotional relief of playing MMOGs.
H6a: Perceived immersion is positively related to mood enhancement of playing MMOGs.
H6b: Perceived immersion is positively related to emotional relief of playing MMOGs.
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4.4. Methodology
4.4.1. Measures
Measurement items for perceived achievement, perceived socialization, and perceived
immersion were adopted from Yee et al. (2012 ) with modifications made to fit the
current research context (see Table 4.1). According to Yee et al. (2012 ), perceived
achievement, perceived socialization, and perceived immersion were modeled as
formative constructs. Measurement items for mood enhancement, emotional relief,
salience, and problematic use of MMOGs were adopted from Study 1 which has gone
through rigorous and systematic instrument development procedures and assured the
validity and reliability of these newly developed constructs (Churchill, 1979; Moore &
Benbasat, 1991). Drawing on the results of Study 1, salience and problematic use of
MMOGs were modeled as second-order construct. Salience was measured with two
constituent dimensions, behavioral salience and cognitive salience. Problematic use of
MMOGs was measured with three constituent dimensions, intrapersonal problems,
interpersonal problems, and professional/academic problems. Though mood
enhancement and emotional relief can be modeled as two first-order constituent
dimensions of mood modification, it is empirically valid to model the two as standalone
constructs (see Study 1). Particularly, the primary objective of this study is to examine
the duality of hedonic experiences on the development of problematic use of MMOGs.
Therefore, it is of more theoretical interest to model mood enhancement and emotional
relief as two standalone constructs and to reveal their relative impact on the
development of problematic use of MMOGs.
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All constructs were assessed using perceptual scales with responses measured on a
seven-point Likert scale. Multiple items were used to assess each construct to ensure
construct validity and reliability. Because demographic variables have been shown to
be important factors in determining IS usage (Venkatesh, Morris, Davis, & Davis,
2003), age, gender, and experience were included as control variables in the research
model. An expert panel of IS researchers were invited to assess the face validity of the
preliminary measurement items which were then pretested for comprehensiveness,
clarity, and desirable psychometric properties. Other than minor modifications in
formatting, no major problems were surfaced during the pretest.

Table 4.1. Measures
MMOG-Specific Benefits
Perceived Achievement
ACH1
I become powerful when playing MMOGs.
ACH2
I acquire rare items when playing MMOGs.
ACH3
I optimize my character as much as possible when playing MMOGs.
ACH4
I compete with other players when playing MMOGs.
Perceived Socialization
SOC1
I chat with other players when playing MMOGs.
SOC2
I become part of a guild when playing MMOGs.
SOC3
I group with other players when playing MMOGs.
SOC4
I keep in touch with other players when playing MMOGs.
Perceived Immersion
IMM1
I learn about stories and lore of the world when playing MMOGs.
IMM2
I feel immersed in the world when playing MMOGs.
IMM3
I explore the world when playing MMOGs.
IMM4
I create story and history for my character when playing MMOGs.
Mood Modification
Mood Enhancement
ME1
I feel good while I play MMOGs.
ME2
Playing MMOGs is when I feel the most pleasure.
ME3
I experience a buzz of excitement while playing MMOGs.
ME4
Playing MMOGs makes me happy.
Emotional Relief
ER1
Playing MMOGs relieves my dysphoric feelings.
ER2
Playing MMOGs releases my stress.
Playing MMOGs eliminates my bad feelings (e.g., sadness, nervousness, or
ER3
anger).
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Salience
Cognitive Salience
CS1
I am preoccupied with playing MMOGs.
CS2
When I am offline, I wonder what is happening in the MMOG world.
CS3
I think about playing MMOGs all day long.
Behavioral Salience
BS1
Playing MMOGs has become one of the most important activities to me.
BS2
I play MMOGs much more than other activities, prior hobbies, or interests.
BS3
I play MMOGs before something else I need to do.
BS4
I spend a good deal of time playing MMOGs.
Conflict
Intrapersonal Problems
IAP1
Playing MMOGs causes me sleep deprivation.
I experience physical problems (e.g., backache, fatigue, or headache) because of
IAP2
playing MMOGs.
IAP3
My health gets worse because of playing MMOGs.
Interpersonal Problems
IEP1
I miss real life social engagements because of playing MMOGs.
IEP2
I give up or reduce social activities because of playing MMOGs.
IEP3
Others in my life complain about my MMOG use.
IEP4
I neglect others (e.g., friends or family) because of playing MMOGs.
Professional/Academic Problems
PAP1
My work or studies suffered because I play MMOGs.
PAP2
Playing MMOGs often interferes with my work or my studies.
I am not able to fulfill my role obligations at my workplace or campus because
PAP3
of playing MMOGs.
Social Desirability Bias*
SDB1
It is sometimes hard for me to go on with my work if I am not encouraged. (F)
SDB2
I sometimes feel resentful when I don’t get my way. (F)
SDB3
On a few occasions, I have given up doing something because I thought too
little of my ability. (F)
SDB4
There have been times when I felt like rebelling against people in authority
even though I knew they were right. (F)
SDB5
No matter who I’m talking to, I’m always a good listener. (T)
SDB6
There have been occasions when I took advantage of someone. (F)
SDB7
I’m always willing to admit it when I make a mistake. (T)
SDB8
I sometimes try to get even, rather than forgive and forget. (F)
SDB9
I am always courteous, even to people who are disagreeable. (T)
SDB10 I have never been irked when people expressed ideas very different from my
own. (T)
SDB11 There have been times when I was quite jealous of the good fortune of others.
(F)
SDB12 I am sometimes irritated by people who ask favors of me. (F)
SDB13 I have never deliberately said something that hurt someone’s feelings. (T)
Note. All items were measured using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from “1 = Strongly Disagree” to “7
= Strongly Agree”; *Items were measured using a true or false scale.
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4.4.2. Survey Administration
Given the predominantly Internet-savvy target audience of MMOG players, an online
survey was used for data collection. Online survey is also the most commonly used
data collection method in prior studies of problematic use of Internet-based
technologies (Byun et al., 2009). Invitations to participate in the field survey were sent
to members of a nationwide (China) panel of online game players from a marketing
research firm. The firm rewarded the panel members points that could be accumulated
in exchange for gifts. Screening questions were applied at the beginning of the survey
to identify respondents who matched the targeted profile of online game players with
prior gaming experience of MMOGs. Survey respondents were instructed to provide
assessments for each of the perceived benefits of playing MMOGs and the remaining
constructs concerning problematic use of MMOGs.
A total of 499 responses were collected. Thirty-one were deleted due to incompletion,
thereby yielding a sample of 468 respondents for subsequent statistical analyses. Of
the 468 respondents, 284 were male and 184 were female, consistent with previous
findings that online gaming is still a male-dominant entertainment activity but showing
an increasing population of female players. A majority of respondents were young
adults with 42.7% aged 26-30, and 30.1% aged 31-40, and 23.9% aged 18-25.
Regarding MMOG usage, more than 80% respondents played for 2 hours or above
daily; more than one fifth (21.3%) of respondents played more than 5 hours daily. Table
4.2 summarizes the descriptive statistics for the sample.
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Table 4.2. Demographic Profile of the Respondents
Demographic Characteristics
Number of Respondent
Gender
Male
284
Female
184
Age
18-25
112
26-30
200
31-40
141
41-50
15
Education Level
Upper Secondary Education
22
Post-Secondary Education
70
Bachelor or Equivalent
350
Master or Equivalent
26
Annual Income (CNY)
0-9999
36
10000-30000
29
30000-50000
82
50000-80000
152
80000-150000
143
Above 150000
26
MMOG Usage (Hour/Day)
Less or Equal to 1 Hour
76
2 Hours
152
3 Hours
88
4 Hours
52
5 Hours
74
6 Hours
9
More or Equal to 7 Hours
17
MMOG Usage (Day/Week)
1 Day
4
2 Days
14
3 Days
39
4 Days
53
5 Days
54
6 Days
40
7 Days
264

Percentage (%)
60.7
39.3
23.9
42.7
30.1
3.2
4.7
15.0
74.8
5.6
7.7
6.2
17.5
32.5
30.6
5.6
16.2
32.5
18.8
11.1
15.8
1.9
3.6
0.9
3.0
8.3
11.3
11.5
8.5
56.4

4.5. Data Analysis and Results
4.5.1. Preliminary Analyses
Two preliminary analyses, including social desirability bias (SDB) and common
method bias tests, were conducted before assessing the psychometric properties of the
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measures. A self-report questionnaire was administered to measure problematic use of
MMOGs in this study, SDB was therefore of particular concern. In other words, there
was a possibility that respondents portray themselves in a favorable light by providing
socially approved answers to the questions, namely, under-reporting problematic use
of MMOGs. The influence of SDB was assessed by examining the Spearman
correlations between problematic use of MMOGs and SDB as well as between salience
and SDB (Turel et al., 2011b). A negative correlation indicates a threat of SDB,
whereas no correlation suggests that SDB has no effect on the reported scores. The
Spearman correlations between problematic use of MMOGs and SDB and between
salience and SDB were rhoproblematic use-SDB = -0.16, p < 0.001 and rhosalience-SDB = 0.06, p
> 0.05 respectively. These correlations were either non-significant or smaller than the
correlation between SDB and compulsive buying scores reported by Ridgway et al.
(2008) (-0.21, p < 0.01) and comparable to that between SDB and technology addiction
scores reported by Turel et al. (2011b) (-0.12, p < 0.05). To conclude, though SDB
existed in this study, it was mild and did not constitute a major issue.
In addition, three analyses were conducted to assess the potential threat of common
method bias. First, Harman’s single-factor test was conducted using principal
component analysis. The first factor accounted for only 33.21% of the variance. In
other words, the items in the dataset loaded significantly onto more than one principal
component, indicating no single dominant factor (Harman, 1976). Second, the
correlations between the principal constructs and a marker variable, a theoretically
unrelated construct, were assessed (Lindell & Whitney, 2001). To economize the
survey items, no unrelated constructs were included in the questionnaire. Therefore, a
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modified test was conducted in which a weakly related construct (i.e., SDB) was used
(Pavlou, Liang, & Xue, 2007; Turel et al., 2011b). Weak correlation between SDB and
socially undesirable constructs (e.g., problematic use of MMOGs) were expected, but
not with the other constructs. As expected, SDB was negatively correlated with
problematic use of MMOGs (with rho value at -0.16, p < 0.001), but there was no
significant negative correlations with the other constructs in the research model,
indicating that there was no systematic bias in the dataset. Third, as suggested by
Pavlou et al. (2007), the correlation matrix was examined. Extremely high correlations
(e.g., r > 0.90) indicate the threat of common method bias. There was no extremely
high correlation in the correlation matrix (see Table 4.3), and furthermore the existence
of low correlations (e.g., r < 0.02) indicated that no single factor was influencing all
constructs (Turel et al., 2011b).
4.5.2. Model Testing
The measurement model and structural model were validated using the partial least
squares (PLS) analysis which employs a component-based approach to estimation and
imposes minimal restrictions on data distribution. PLS is preferred in this study over
other analytical techniques because (1) it is suitable for analyzing non-normally
distributed data which are common in studies of problematic behaviors, (2) it facilitates
the modeling and estimation of formative constructs, and (3) it provides good
explanations in complex research models by avoiding inadmissible solutions and factor
indeterminacy (Chin, 1998b; Esposito Vinzi, Chin, Henseler, & Wang, 2010; Hair,
Hult, Ringle, & Sarstedt, 2014). As recommended by Chin, Marcolin, and Newsted
(2003), the second-order constructs of salience and problematic use of MMOGs were
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modeled as hierarchical elements using repeated indicators from their respective
constituent dimensions. Following the two-step analytical approach, psychometric
assessment of the measurement model was first performed, followed by evaluation of
the structural model. This approach ensures that the conclusions of the structural model
are drawn from a set of measures with desirable psychometric properties (Hair et al.,
2009; Wixom & Watson, 2001).
4.5.3. Measurement Model
The test of the measurement model involves an estimation of internal consistency,
convergent validity, and discriminant validity of the measurement items. Assessments
of reliability and validity of formative and reflective items, however, follow different
guidelines (Wixom & Watson, 2001).
Reliability and Validity of Reflective Constructs
Convergent validity refers to the extent to which the items on a scale are theoretically
related. Convergent validity is assessed using three criteria: (1) the composite
reliability (CR) should be at least 0.70 (Chin, 1998b), (2) the average variance extracted
(AVE) should be at least 0.50 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981), and (3) all item loadings
should be greater than 0.70 (Fornell & Larcker, 1981; Hair et al., 2009). As illustrated
in Table 4.4, all latent constructs exceed recommended thresholds, with CR values
ranging from 0.81 to 0.94, AVE values ranging from 0.59 to 0.84 and item loadings
higher than 0.70, thus supporting convergent validity.
Discriminant validity is the degree to which a scale measures the variable it intends to
measure. It is indicated by small correlations between the measure of interest and the
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measures of other constructs (Fornell & Larcker, 1981), and is demonstrated when the
square root of the AVE for each construct is greater than the correlations among it and
all other constructs. As illustrated in Table 4.3, the square roots of all AVEs were larger
than all of the cross-correlations, suggesting adequate discriminant validity.
Table 4.3. Inter-Construct Correlation Matrix
ACH

SOC

IMM

ME

ER

BS

CS

IAP

IEP

Achievement (ACH)

n/a

Social (SOC)

0.63

n/a

Immersion (IMM)

0.78

0.60

n/a

Mood Enhancement (ME)

0.64

0.52

0.64

0.77

Emotional Relief (ER)

0.46

0.38

0.49

0.43

0.77

Behavioral Salience (BS)

0.57

0.47

0.56

0.43

0.48

0.82

Cognitive Salience (CS)

0.60

0.52

0.57

0.45

0.45

0.81

0.86

Intrapersonal Problems (IAP)

0.26

0.23

0.25

0.10

0.18

0.42

0.39

0.89

Interpersonal Problems (IEP)

0.29

0.23

0.30

0.21

0.23

0.42

0.36

0.68

0.83

Professional/Academic Problems (PAP)

0.17

0.14

0.16

0.02

0.08

0.39

0.35

0.72

0.63

PAP

0.91

Note. Items on the diagonal represent the square roots of AVEs.

Table 4.4. Psychometric Properties of the Measures
Construct
Item
Loading
Mood Enhancement
ME1
0.78
CR=0.85; AVE=0.59
ME2
0.79
ME3
0.74
ME4
0.77
Emotional Relief
ER1
0.75
CR=0.81; AVE=0.59
ER2
0.74
ER3
0.81
Behavioral Salience
BS1
0.78
CR=0.89; AVE=0.68
BS2
0.82
BS3
0.85
BS4
0.84
Cognitive Salience
CS1
0.81
CR=0.89; AVE=0.74
CS2
0.88
CS3
0.89
Intrapersonal Problems
IAP1
0.88
CR=0.92; AVE=0.79
IAP2
0.89
IAP3
0.90
Interpersonal Problems
IEP1
0.83
CR=0.90; AVE=0.69
IEP2
0.85
IEP3
0.80
IEP4
0.84
Professional/Academic Problems
PAP1
0.92
CR=0.94; AVE=0.84
PAP2
0.92
PAP3
0.91
Note. CR: Composite Reliability; AVE: Average Variance Extracted.
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t-value
31.89
36.77
28.99
40.60
23.26
21.31
35.35
35.26
39.05
61.04
49.83
40.65
83.62
88.48
66.52
83.99
98.91
56.52
53.78
39.47
54.63
113.98
124.65
89.69

Mean
5.64
5.83
5.63
5.89
5.23
5.75
5.56
5.49
5.43
5.12
5.06
5.33
4.81
5.10
4.06
4.18
3.91
4.57
4.68
4.56
4.53
3.96
4.00
3.83

S.D.
0.98
0.97
1.01
0.90
1.37
1.03
1.14
1.18
1.20
1.43
1.41
1.20
1.43
1.38
1.58
1.63
1.58
1.54
1.52
1.64
1.57
1.59
1.58
1.64

Reliability and Validity of Formative Constructs
Formative items are those that cause variance in the formative constructs under scrutiny
(Bollen, 1984). Formative items neither correlate with one another nor exhibit internal
consistency (Chin, 1998a). Therefore, statistics for assessing internal consistency (e.g.,
Cronbach’s alpha, composite reliability, and average variance extracted) are
inappropriate (Wixom & Watson, 2001). As formative constructs are predicted jointly
by multiple indicators in an analogous fashion, multicollinearity becomes the major
concern. Multicollinearity was not an issue in the current study because (1) none of the
bivariate correlations exceeded 0.90 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001); (2) tolerance values
averaged more than 0.30, and (3) the maximum variance inflation factor (VIF) was
1.72 and well below the prescriptive diagnostic of 5.0 or 10.0 (Hair, Anderson, Tatham,
& Black, 1998; Mathieson, Peacock, & Chin, 2001).
Item weights of formative constructs were examined to establish construct validity
(Petter, Straub, & Rai, 2007). As illustrated in Table 4.5, weights for all items were
statistically significant, indicating that all the measurement items have important and
relative contributions to both perceived achievement, perceived socialization, and
perceived immersion. The results suggested that all the formative items should be
retained for subsequent model analyses with the exception of item SOC4 (Cenfetelli &
Bassellier, 2009).
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Table 4.5. Item Weights and Loadings of Formative Constructs
Construct
Item
Weight
t-value
Loading
Perceived
ACH1
0.29
4.10
0.75
Achievement
ACH2
0.20
2.72
0.75
ACH3
0.44
6.32
0.83
ACH4
0.33
4.44
0.75
Perceived
SOC1
0.25
2.15
0.77
Socialization
SOC2
0.44
3.80
0.88
SOC3
0.46
4.70
0.88
SOC4
0.13
1.22
0.70
Perceived
IMM1
0.43
7.33
0.79
Immersion
IMM2
0.18
2.58
0.67
IMM3
0.33
4.74
0.77
IMM4
0.36
5.63
0.79

t-value
16.66
16.27
23.76
15.61
13.41
17.34
23.05
11.63
19.29
13.25
18.57
20.87

Mean
5.76
5.60
5.80
5.84
5.55
5.66
5.72
5.54
5.81
5.35
5.75
5.72

S.D.
0.92
1.15
1.06
0.99
1.27
1.24
1.22
1.31
0.99
1.27
1.07
1.10

4.5.4. Structural Model
Analysis of the structural model was based on a test of the hypothesized effects in the
research model. Bootstrapping was performed to test the significance levels of the path
coefficients in the proposed research model (Hair et al., 2014). Results of the PLS
analysis of the structural model, including path coefficients and their statistical
significance, are illustrated in Figure 4.2.

Figure 4.2. Results of Structural Model Analysis
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Consistent with the results in Study 1, the taxonomic properties of the second-order
constructs of salience and problematic use of MMOGs were upheld by the empirical
evidence. The reflective paths for the two salience dimensions were found statistically
significant: behavioral salience (β = 0.96, p < 0.001) and cognitive salience (β = 0.94,
p < 0.001). The reflective paths for the three problematic use of MMOGs dimensions
were also found statistically significant: intrapersonal problems (β = 0.90, p < 0.001),
interpersonal problems (β = 0.88, p < 0.001), and professional/academic problems (β
= 0.88, p < 0.001).
The obtained path coefficients and levels of significance indicated that all hypotheses
were supported with the exception of hypothesis 5b. The proposed research model
explained a substantial amount of the variance in the dependent variables. Perceived
achievement (β = 0.30, p < 0.001), perceived socialization (β = 0.13, p < 0.05), and
perceived immersion (β = 0.33, p < 0.001) exerted positive and significant effects on
mood enhancement. Together, both paths explained 47 percent of the variance for
mood enhancement, supporting hypotheses 4a, 5a, and 6a. Perceived achievement (β =
0.15, p < 0.05) and perceived immersion (β = 0.32, p < 0.001) exerted positively
significant effects on emotional relief whereas perceived socialization (β = 0.10, p >
0.05) had no effect. The two paths together explained 26 percent of the variance for
emotional relief, thus supporting hypotheses 4b and 6b, but not 5b. Mood enhancement
(β = 0.31, p < 0.001) and emotional relief (β = 0.36, p < 0.001) exerted positive and
significant effects on salience. The two hedonic experiences, in turn, accounted for 32
percent of the variance for salience, thus supporting hypotheses 2 and 3. Salience was
found to be a strong antecedent of problematic use of MMOGS (β = 0.46, p < 0.001)
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and explained 21 percent of the variance for it, supporting hypothesis 1. Finally, none
of the demographic variables, i.e., age, gender, or experience, exhibited a significant
relationship with problematic use of MMOGs.
4.5.5. Comparison of Alternative Models
Following procedures described in Tan et al. (2013) and Mathieson et al. (2001) a
pseudo-F test was performed to assess the impact of dropping either mood
enhancement or emotional relief from the model and its resulting impact on salience.
As indicated by the medium effect sizes, eliminating either mood enhancement or
emotional relief contributes to a significant decrease in variance for salience (see Table
4.6).
Table 4.6. Pseudo-F Test of the Impact of Dropping Mood Enhancement and Emotional
Relief on Salience
Comparison
R2excluded R2full f2 value Pseudo-F
df
Statistic
Mood Enhancement
0.242
0.322 0.118
54.985***
(1, 466)
Excluded
Emotional Relief Excluded
0.215
0.322 0.158
73.543***
(1, 466)

4.6. Conclusion
Study 2 proposes and tests a theoretical model explaining how mood enhancement and
emotional relief lead to salience of playing MMOGs which in turn results in
problematic use. The research model is empirically tested with 468 active MMOG
players with the majority of the hypotheses supported. The findings suggest that both
mood enhancement and emotional relief are important mechanisms leading to salience,
setting the stage for problematic use of MMOGs. Among the three MMOG-specific
variables, perceived immersion is the strongest predictor of both mood enhancement
and emotional relief. This study adds to the growing body of knowledge on technology
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usage-related problems and advances theoretical understanding of development
mechanism of problematic use of MMOGs. Furthermore, the findings provide MMOG
developers, policymakers, and educators with insights into alleviating problematic use
of MMOGs. Detailed discussions on findings, limitations, and future research
directions of Study 2 are provided in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 5 : Discussion and Conclusion
The motivation of this research is to fill gaps in the existing literature on problematic
MMOG use by constructing appropriate conceptualizations of the phenomenon,
developing and validating an instrument for measuring it, and proposing and testing a
theory-driven model of its development mechanism. In the current chapter, the findings
of development and validation of the measurement instrument (Study 1) and the
empirical tests of the proposed theoretical model (Study 2) are reported. Next, the
theoretical and practical contributions of the findings are described. Finally, the
limitations of the two studies are outlined, and directions for future research are
proposed.
5.1. Discussion of Results
As stated in Chapter 1, previous studies of problematic MMOG use have been impeded
by a lack of uniform conceptualizations, valid measurement instruments, and theoryguided models of the development of the phenomenon. Two studies designed to
address these limitations are reported in this dissertation. In Study 1, problematic use
of MMOGs is conceptualized, and a measurement instrument is developed and
validated. In Study 2, a theoretical model of the development of problematic MMOG
use is proposed and empirically tested. In Section 5.1.1, the results of Study 1 are
summarized and the reliability and validity of the newly developed measurement
instrument and its various constructs are discussed. The aim of Study 1 is to provide a
reliable and valid measurement instrument that accurately captures the breadth and
complexity of problematic MMOG use and its counterparts. This instrument will help
to enhance researchers’ theoretical understanding of problematic MMOG use. In
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Section 5.1.2, the results of testing the theoretical model of the development of
problematic MMOG use are discussed. The aim of Study 2 is to provide a theoretical
foundation for future studies on problematic use of MMOGs and other hedonic
technologies.
5.1.1. Study 1 - Conceptualization and Instrument Development
In Study 1, problematic use of MMOGs and its various counterparts are distinguished
and conceptualized, and an instrument for measuring problematic MMOG use is
rigorously developed and validated. First, drawing on the existing literature on
problematic use of MMOGs and behavioral addiction, the terms “addiction,”
“problematic use,” “excessive use,” and “dependence” are individually defined.
Although these terms are often used interchangeably by researchers, they are not
synonymous, and their use requires careful consideration of the research scope and
context. Next, a theoretically derived instrument for measuring problematic use of
MMOGs is presented, and the processes involved in rigorously developing and
validating the instrument are described. Building on the existing literature on
problematic use of MMOGs and the components model of addiction (e.g., Brown, 1997;
Griffiths, 2010), a field survey is used to empirically develop and validate a
measurement instrument with seven key dimensions. Three are second-order
dimensions consisting of multiple first-order dimensions: Salience comprises
Cognitive Salience and Behavioral Salience; Mood Modification comprises Mood
Enhancement and Emotional Relief; and Conflict comprises Intrapersonal Problems,
Interpersonal Problems, and Professional/Academic Problems. The remaining four are
first-order dimensions: Tolerance, Withdrawal, Loss of Control, and Relapse. Multiple
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rounds of content validity assessment are performed to ensure that the measures are
sufficiently rigorous. These steps address a problem commonly encountered during
instrument development: the use of measures with insufficient content validity at the
item development stage. Next, measures correlating with the identified dimensions are
rigorously developed and validated. As the development of the measurement
instrument is theory-driven, confirmatory factor analysis is used to validate the
instrument. The results confirm the stability of the seven dimensions underlying
MMOG addiction. An initial domain specific MMOG addiction instrument comprising
43 items is constructed from these dimensions. Rigorous instrument-development and
empirical validation methods are used to refine the scale, giving a 37-item instrument
with adequate psychometric properties, reliability, and validity. The recommended
model (Model 5) provides a good ﬁt to the data and exhibits greater theoretical validity
than the other models. It has a high level of logical consistency and accurately reflects
the multiple facets of MMOG addiction.
5.1.2. Study 2 - Tests of Theoretical Model
Problematic use of MMOGs constitutes an emerging societal challenge worldwide, and
is receiving significant attention from both the public and the academic community.
Building on the hedonic management model of addictions, a theoretical model of the
relationship between hedonic experiences and problematic use of MMOGs is proposed
and empirically tested in Study 2. In addition, MMOG-specific variables are
incorporated into the research model to provide a more accurate and comprehensive
understanding of the phenomenon. Table 5.1 provides a summary of the results of
Study 2.
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Table 5.1. Summary of Results of Study 2
Hypothesis
Path
H1
Salience → Problematic Use of
MMOGs
H2
Mood
Enhancement
→
Salience
H3
Emotional Relief → Salience
H4a
Perceived Achievement →
Mood Enhancement
H4b
Perceived Achievement →
Emotional Relief
H5a
Perceived Socialization →
Mood Enhancement
H5b
Perceived Socialization →
Emotional Relief
H6a
Perceived Immersion → Mood
Enhancement
H6b
Perceived
Immersion
→
Emotional Relief

Path Coefficient
0.46 (p < 0.001)

Conclusion
H1 is supported

0.31 (p < 0.001)

H2 is supported

0.36 (p < 0.001)
0.30 (p < 0.001)

H3 is supported
H4a is supported

0.15 (p < 0.05)

H4b is supported

0.13 (p < 0.05)

H5a is supported

0.10 (p > 0.05)

H5b is not supported

0.33 (p < 0.001)

H6a is supported

0.32 (p < 0.001)

H6b is supported

The research model is empirically tested using data collected from active MMOG
players. The majority of the path coefficients are statistically significant, providing
strong support for the research model and hypotheses, with the exception of hypothesis
5b. Specifically, the results provide strong statistical evidence that the mood
enhancement and emotional relief provided by MMOGs increases the salience of
MMOG gameplay. This finding confirms the importance of both dimensions of
hedonic experience in the development of problematic MMOG behavior.
The relationships between hedonic experiences and MMOG-specific benefits vary
significantly in strength. Although both perceived achievement and perceived
immersion are significant predictors of mood enhancement and emotional relief,
perceived immersion is the dominant predictor. As one of the goals of MMOG
developers is to encourage players to collaborate in an interactive gaming environment,
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the weak relationship observed between perceived socialization and mood
enhancement and the non-significant relationship observed between perceived
socialization and emotional relief are surprising. MMOG players may use the social
infrastructure of such games (e.g., chat channels, guild system, and team-play functions)
for instrumental purposes, such as completing in-game quests, rather than socialization.
While the research model accounts for 21 percent of variance in problematic use of
MMOGs, more variance has to be accounted for. This research examines the
development mechanism of problematic use of MMOGs drawing specifically on the
hedonic management perspective. As suggested in existing literature on problematic
use of MMOGs, there are alternative theoretical frameworks, such as the selfregulation perspective, which would potentially supplement and enhance the
explanatory power of the existing models. Future studies are encouraged to identify
integrated frameworks that can unify existing models and perspectives to account for
more variance in problematic use of MMOGs.
5.2. Implications for Research and Practice
MMOGs constitute an important and complex area of IS research, as they remain one
of the most popular sources of online entertainment. However, a number of issues
relating to MMOG use remain unclear. One of the most common is problematic use of
MMOGs. As this research provides both theoretical and empirical insights into
problematic MMOG use, its implications are noteworthy for both researchers and
practitioners.
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5.2.1. Implications for Researchers
This study contributes to the existing literature on problematic use of MMOGs by
filling several of the aforementioned gaps in the research.
First, problematic use of MMOGs and its counterparts are conceptualized in Study 1,
advancing research on the dark side of technology use. Previous research in this area
has been hindered by inconsistent conceptualizations of the phenomenon. The results
of Study 1 suggest that the terms “addiction,” “problematic use,” “excessive use,” and
“dependence” are not synonymous (Brown, 1997; Griffiths & Meredith, 2009; Kim &
Kim, 2010), and that their use requires careful consideration of the research scope and
context. The clear conceptualization of addiction and its underlying components in
Study 1 accurately captures the breadth and complexity of the phenomenon, and
provides robust foundations for future attempts to conceptualize problematic use,
excessive use, and dependence. However, the term and concept of addiction should not
be used in research models that contain constructs overlapping with the dimensions of
addiction. The term and concept of problematic use are preferable in studies
investigating the interplay between the dimensions of addiction and the development
mechanisms of such behavior. Problematic use of MMOGs, which is defined as
MMOG use that results in negative consequences for various aspects of players’
personal lives, is an appropriate umbrella term capturing the essence of its counterparts.
The term problematic use resists a theoretical emphasis and minimizes the theoretical
and semantic overlaps between independent and dependent variables in the
development mechanism model. Future researchers investigating the dark side of
technology use are advised to adopt conceptualizations that fit their research scope and
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context. The results of Study 1 confirm the suitability of the conceptualization of
problematic use and its counterparts, helping to establish a tradition of IS research on
problematic use of hedonic technologies.
Second, a measurement instrument for MMOG addiction is rigorously developed and
validated in Study 1, and shown to exhibit desirable psychometric properties. Most
previous instruments measuring problematic use of MMOGs have been adapted from
other contexts of behavioral and technological addiction; few MMOG-specific
instruments have been rigorously developed and validated. In this study, processes of
instrument development and validation well represented in the IS literature, such as
item creation, scale development, and instrument testing, are used to develop and
empirically test a MMOG-specific instrument. As the instrument is proven to be
reliable and valid, it can be used with confidence by future researchers.
Third, the measurement instrument validated for MMOG addiction in Study 1 will be
extremely useful to future researchers in the IS field, as a psychometrically sound
measurement instrument is a prerequisite for any theoretical advancement (Schwab,
1980). The validated instrument adds to the repertoire of rigorous research instruments
available to future IS researchers, helping to establish a robust tradition of IS research
on problematic use of MMOGs and other hedonic technologies. As indicated in the
existing literature, dimensions underlying addiction would interplay with one another,
and together depict the development mechanism of problematic use (Caplan, 2010).
Thus, the multifaceted measurement instrument validated in Study 1 offers important
insights into the development of problematic use of MMOGs and other hedonic
technologies.
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Fourth, drawing on the hedonic management model of addictions, a theoretical model
of the relationship between hedonic experiences and problematic MMOG use is
proposed and empirically tested in Study 2. The results of Study 2 reveal that two types
of hedonic experience, mood enhancement and emotional relief, are related to
problematic MMOG use. The results indicate that both factors play key roles in
increasing the salience of gameplay, setting the stage for problematic use. This study
is one of the first attempts to expose and explore the potential dangers arising from
multifaceted hedonic experiences, specifically their influence on problematic MMOG
use. The findings of Study 2 add to the growing body of knowledge on the development
of problematic MMOG behavior, and provide a theoretical framework for future
investigation of other hedonic technologies.
Finally, the context-specific variables incorporated into the research model in Study 2
provide comprehensive insights into the development of problematic MMOG behavior.
IS researchers have repeatedly called for the inclusion of such variables in research on
technology use (Hong, Chan, Thong, Chasalow, & Dhillon, 2014). Three MMOGspecific benefits (perceived achievement, perceived socialization, and perceived
immersion) are identified and incorporated into the research model. These benefits are
proven to be related to users’ hedonic experiences, and thus in turn to problematic use
of MMOGs. The research model proposed here offers a valuable foundation for future
research on problematic use of hedonic technologies, in which hedonic experiences and
context-specific variables play critical roles.
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5.2.2. Implications for Practitioners
The results of this study also have important implications for practitioners seeking to
reduce problematic use of MMOGs.
First, the measurement instrument developed and validated in Study 1 is a
comprehensive yet easily administered measure of problematic MMOG use and
MMOG addiction. The measurement instrument can be used by practitioners to
evaluate the likelihood that MMOG use will become problematic. Examining the
relative importance of each dimension and its contribution to the development of
problematic MMOG behavior may help to identify dimension-specific measures to
prevent and/or manage problematic MMOG use.
In addition, the findings of Study 2 indicate that problematic use of MMOGs can be
addressed in two main ways. First, the results show that the hedonic experiences
provided by MMOGs increase the salience of MMOG gameplay, creating suitable
conditions for problematic use. However, although the dynamic and interactive
infrastructure of MMOGs induces hedonic experiences that may in turn encourage
problematic use, this infrastructure is the core of the immersive virtual world and
should not be removed. Instead, game developers should assume corporate social
responsibility and seek to incorporate in-game systems and functions that prevent
players from spending extensive time on MMOGs. For instance, alternative log-in
servers could be used to allow players to voluntarily time-limit each gaming session
before entering the virtual world. In addition, game developers could introduce rewardreducing systems, also known as fatigue systems, which reduce in-game achievements
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and rewards after prolonged gaming to alert players to the time they have spent playing
and prevent them from engaging in potentially fatal “marathon” gaming sessions.
In addition, government policymakers should play a more prominent role in addressing
the negative consequences of problematic use of MMOGs and other hedonic
technologies. The importance of healthy and balanced technology use should be
highlighted in public education programs to encourage MMOG players to balance their
leisure time between online and offline activities. This will prevent players from
becoming preoccupied with MMOGs on a daily basis (i.e., reducing the salience of
MMOG gameplay) and thus minimize the risk of developing problematic MMOG
behavior.
5.3. Limitations and Directions for Future Research
When interpreting the results of this research, a number of limitations must be
considered.
5.3.1. Conceptualization
Debate continues to rage over the conceptualization of and terminology used to
describe phenomena relating to problematic use of technology; terms such as
“addiction,” “dependence,” “excessive use,” and “problematic” use are all in play (Kim
& Kim, 2010). Although problematic use of MMOGs is clearly conceptualized in
Study 1, opening up new ground for future research on the dark side of technology use,
researchers should make more effort to differentiate the aforementioned terms.
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5.3.2. Comprehensiveness of Measurement Instrument
Concerns may be raised about the comprehensiveness and relevance of the components
of the proposed measurement instrument. All possible effort has been made to ensure
the comprehensiveness of the instrument by identifying all relevant dimensions of
addiction through an extensive literature review, then carefully mapping these
dimensions and examining their relevance in the MMOG context. The resulting
components and the complete instrument are not only theoretically justified, but
capture the relevant behavioral dimensions of addiction across a wide range of MMOG
contexts. However, care should be taken when applying this instrument outside the
MMOG context, as additional dimensions may be required.
5.3.3. Potential Bias in Interpretation
The selection of the factor model in Study 1 may have been affected by interpretation
bias. After several model re-specifications, the final seven-factor model (Model 5) of
the instrument still had a significant χ2 statistic. However, as the χ2 index is affected by
sample size (Hair et al., 2009), models with a good fit may be rejected merely due to a
small difference between the predicted and observed covariance matrices obtained for
a larger sample. Similarly, ill-fitting models may be accepted if their fit is adequate for
a smaller sample size. As the χ2 index alone does not guarantee statistical significance,
a number of indices were used to assess the overall fit of the proposed measurement
model (Hair et al., 2009; Jöreskog & Sörbom, 1988; Tojib et al., 2008). Indeed, IS
researchers commonly use a range of indices to assess overall model fit (Tojib et al.,
2008). The results for nine additional fit indices (goodness of fit, adjusted goodness of
fit, root mean square residual, root mean square error of approximation, Tucker-Lewis,
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normed fit, comparative fit, the Akaike information criterion, and the consistent Akaike
information criterion) were all within the recommended thresholds. Thus, the decision
to retain the selected model (Model 5) was substantiated.
5.3.4. Generalizability
Care must be taken when extrapolating the findings of the studies reported here to other
cultures and technologies. The respondents were recruited predominantly from China,
where problematic MMOG use has a high prevalence rate (Gentile et al., 2011; Peng
& Li, 2009). In addition, the respondents were active and frequent gamers who spent
an average of 16 hours (Study 1) and 21 hours (Study 2) per week playing MMOGs.
The use of a single sample of respondents may cause bias that reduces the
generalizability of the findings. Thus, future researchers should test the measurement
instrument and the theoretical model with new data sets obtained from respondents
from different cultures to increase generalizability.
As the studies reported here investigate problematic use of one of the world’s most
popular and addictive hedonic technologies, the results may be generalizable only to
MMOG players. Future researchers should replicate and validate the proposed
instrument and theoretical model with other hedonic technologies to improve the
generalizability of the results. Future researchers should also add technology-specific
variables to provide a more accurate depiction of the phenomena concerned. For
instance, the variables of perceived immersion and perceived achievement are specific
to MMOGs; they do not necessarily apply to other hedonic technologies.
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5.4. Directions for Future Research
This paper is one of very few IS studies to investigate problematic use of MMOGs.
Future researchers in this area should aim to increase understanding of the dark side of
hedonic-technology use, with several possible avenues for further research.
5.4.1. Problematic Use of MMOGs on Mobiles
MMOGs, which provide gameplay in three-dimensional and never-ending virtual
worlds, have traditionally required users to pre-install software clients on computers
that meet certain hardware and software requirements. Thus, in the past, playing
MMOGs was often restrained by location. However, advances in mobile technologies
and data services have enabled today’s users to play MMOGs at almost any time and
anywhere, increasing their risk of developing problematic gaming behavior. Future
researchers should explore the influence of contextual factors such as mobility and
accessibility on the development of problematic MMOG use.
5.4.2. Multifaceted Hedonic Experiences
Enjoyment has been extensively studied by IS researchers as an antecedent to the
acceptance and continuance of hedonic technologies. As problematic use of hedonic
technologies gains increasing global prevalence, the risks associated with hedonic
experiences derived from such technology use are attracting growing scholarly
attention. Specifically, researchers have examined the relationships between enjoyment
and problematic use of a range of hedonic technologies, such as social networking sites
(Turel & Serenko, 2012) and online games (Klimmt et al., 2009). Although studies of
the dark side of enjoyment have shed light on problematic use of hedonic technologies,
the duality of hedonic experience, mood enhancement and emotional relief, tends to be
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overlooked. This study is a pioneering attempt to determine the influence of these two
dimensions of hedonic experience on the development of problematic MMOG use.
However, various other types of hedonic experience and their effects on problematic
use of MMOGs have yet to be explored. For instance, flow and cognitive absorption,
which describe the mental states of users who are fully immersed in an enjoyable
activity, are potential antecedents of problematic use of hedonic technologies
(Bozoglan, Demirer, & Sahin, 2014; Wu et al., 2013). Specifically, MMOGs provide
three-dimensional and never-ending virtual worlds with various forms of sophisticated
and dynamic infrastructure that encourage players to become immersed in and
engrossed with gameplay. The more immersive the gaming experience is, the more
likely that users develop problematic MMOG use. In addition to enjoyment, mood
enhancement, and emotional relief, various other types of hedonic experience (e.g.,
flow and cognitive absorption) should be investigated in future studies, with a
particular attention to their influence on problematic use of MMOGs and other
immersive hedonic technologies.
5.4.3. Alternative Theoretical Frameworks
Moving beyond previous addictive personality frameworks and learning models, this
study is a pioneering attempt to investigate the development of problematic use of
MMOGs from the perspective of hedonic management, and to highlight the role of
hedonic experiences in the development of problematic MMOG behavior. However,
although hedonic management undoubtedly casts new light on problematic use of
MMOGs, alternative theoretical frameworks should be explored to account for more
variance in problematic MMOG use. Specifically, the self-regulation model may
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substantially increase the explanatory power of the existing theoretical framework of
hedonic management. According to social cognitive theory (Bandura, 1986), human
behavior is determined by ongoing internal self-regulation. The self-regulation
perspective has been used to explain a wide spectrum of human behavior, from normal
to addictive forms of behavior (e.g., Bandura, 1991; LaRose et al., 2003).
MMOG developers use immersive hedonic technology, three-dimensional virtual
worlds, and dynamic infrastructure to embed and immerse players in virtual
environments, distracting them from self-regulation and thus creating suitable
conditions for problematic gaming behavior. Thus, self-regulation perspective may
offer valuable insights into the development of problematic MMOG use. Future
researchers should explore self-regulation and its role in the development of
problematic MMOG behavior. This theory should not be used in place of other suitable
models and frameworks, but rather to enhance their aggregated power and further
advance theoretical understanding of problematic use of MMOGs.
5.4.4. Alternative Technological Contexts
While this research proposed and empirically tested a theoretical model explaining the
development mechanism of problematic use in MMOG context, future studies are
encouraged to apply and test the research model in other technology contexts.
Specifically, the hedonic management model of addictions validated in this research
can be applied to explain the development mechanism of problematic use in a wide
array of technologies that primarily aim at providing users with hedonic and selffulfilling values. In addition, technology-specific variables should be incorporated into
research models to provide a comprehensive understanding of the concerning
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phenomena. For example, perceived achievement, perceived socialization, and
perceived immersion are gaming benefits specific to MMOGs and are proven to be
associated with mood enhancement and emotional relief of playing MMOGs. While in
other hedonic technology contexts such as social networking sites, socialization and
relationship management related variables would be salient instead, suggesting the
need for inclusion of context-specific variables into the examination of such
problematic use.
5.5. Conclusion
To conclude, problematic use of MMOGs represents an emerging societal challenge
worldwide, and is receiving significant attention from both the public and the academic
community. The findings of the studies reported in this dissertation offer new insights
into problematic use of MMOGs. First, the concept of problematic use is clearly
defined and differentiated from its counterparts. Second, building on the components
model of addiction, a measurement instrument with constructs that capture the
important dimensions of problematic MMOG behavior is rigorously developed. Third,
drawing on the hedonic management model of addictions, a theoretical model of the
influence of two key dimensions of hedonic experience, mood enhancement and
emotional relief, on the development of problematic MMOG use is proposed and
empirically tested. In addition, MMOG-specific variables are incorporated into the
theoretical model to provide a comprehensive understanding of the phenomenon. The
results of the research are expected to encourage further theoretical and empirical
exploration of problematic use of hedonic technologies within the IS discipline, which
is well suited to such endeavors.
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